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ABSTRACT: Traditional management accounting data are limited in their

ability to provide profitability information relevant to strategic

management decisions. The problem is intensified in many busxness

environments today where deregulation and new entrants often combine to

leave unprepared firms with the. risk^of „grow-ing---numbers of ^loss-making

client relationships. cActivity-based cost JP&CL accounting .methods offer a

solution, and severaiwfi-rms^a^^^ U s
>

to

gather~knd process" -cost" and~reVenue data using^these .techniques? British

securTtie^^u^^Bar^ response to poor accounting

information and adverse conditions in its industry was to develop BEATRICE,

an innovative IS, that combines ABC principles and a model of customer

profitability for the securities industry that is based on a per-trade

assignment of costs and revenues. The impact of customer profitability

analysis on BZW ! s management processes and decision making is shown to be

considerable

.

TEXT : 1 . INTRODUCTION

Consensus is emerging on the conditions under which information systems

(IS) can provide strategic benefits 5, 13, 15!. New systems to provide

profitability information and performance measurement data are increasingly

visible in a number of industries. Studies by Lucas 21!, McLeod and Rogers

23', Beath and Ives 2!, and Clemons and Row 6! have described

information systems that improve organizational performance by providing

valuable marketing, cost, and profitability information. Separate from

firms' internal accounting systems, these systems are better suited to

senior managers 1 decision needs than traditional accounting reports, and

represent considerable enhancements to the firms' existing data collection

and dissemination procedures. Furthermore, the new information supports

improvements in management processes and decision making. With

profitability measures by customer, by line of business, or by product

line, managers can increase accountability for portions of the firm's total

earnings, can better allocate the firm's resources, can support bids for

new business, and can make well-justified decisions to expand or to exit

certain businesses.

Management accounting is the set of procedures required for collecting and

reporting cost and performance information for the management of a firm.

Leading researchers in the management accounting field have identified

distortions and misleading signals arising from traditional accounting

systems These flaws, described in section 2, preclude accurate performance

measurement. As information processing costs fall, the development of

specialized management information systems for profitability analysis

becomes realistic. Robert Kaplan, in particular, calls for "a more

effective set of integrated management information systems" and new methods

that raise the "visibility of indirect costs by linking them to the

activities that cause them" as steps toward correcting the problems 17!.

Kaplan's propositions, in concert with more powerful office computers, have

made practical the development of sophisticated customer profitability



systems. These systems are focused on senior managers' more specxalized

planning needs, and provide information systems managers an opportunity to

develop important, strategic systems for management accounting. Notably,

such performance measurement systems are being developed outside of firms

traditional accounting groups, and often lead to radically different values

for product costs and relationship profitability than the traditional

methods embedded in existing accounting systems. These customer

profitability systems support more intelligent customer marketing and

management decision making, as we will illustrate with a detailed case

example from the securities industry.

1.1. PROFITABILITY INFORMATION

Recently, the securities industries in the United States and the United

Kingdom have encountered business conditions sufficiently adverse that

firms with superior information to support management decisions may find

this is the difference between survival and failure. The industrywide

losses posted recently indicate that some services are being provided at

prices that do not cover their associated costs. The return on capital

employed by member firms of the London Stock Exchange (LSE) was negative 2

percent between 1987 and 1990. For New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) member

firms, return on capital was just 6 percent in the same period. Commenting

on weakness of returns in the U.K. securities industry, the London Stock

Exchange's Quarterly Review pointed out that firms' managers are often

constrained because "it is difficult to identify the profitable from the

unprofitable lines of business" (25!, p. 21). Companies m other

industries have been visibly damaged by the lack of appropriate management

information to support profitability analysis. Aggressive pricing policies

by Delta Airlines in 1982 and 1983 led to just 8 percent of passengers

paying full fare and the first annual losses for the airline. By matching

all competitors' low fares on its 5,000 routes, Delta neglected the market

conditions in which it could charge a premium according to the differential

convenience and value of its service, and hence failed to cover its costs

2' Firms that know the true costs of their products and services are in

an advantageous position. Clemons and Row 6! reported the experience of

PNC Financial in offering third-party check processing as part of their

retail account management service for brokerage firms. By accurately

knowing their costs, PNC was able to bid successfully and profitably for

the processing of asset management accounts offered several major Wall

Street securities firms. Without knowledge of the resources consumed by the

firm's activities or the value of those activities to customers, managers

have only intuition and casual analyses to identify where to invest, or

which noncontributing lines of business activities to abandon.

1.2. RESEARCH APPROACH

Management accounting has received criticism for adhering to outdated

techniques that fail to put relevant cost and revenue information into the

hands of managers. Carefully constructed profitability models and

well-designed information systems can address this problem. This paper

explores one firm's experience, and finds that BEATRICE — an innovative

information system that utilizes recently developed principles of

activity-based costing—has filled the gap that had opened between its

rapidly changing business environments and traditional, but obsolete,

accounting systems. BEATRICE was developed by a major British securities

house, Barclays de Zoete Wedd (BZW) . The initial prototype was developed in

late 1988 by the authors working as client and consultant. BEATRICE

comprises a detailed model of customer profitability, which is now

implemented in an SQL database management system running on a minicomputer.

The system's impact is illustrative of the value of profitability

information systems in general. However, the activity-based accounting

approach used in BEATRICE is innovative and new within the management

accounting literature, and as a result an adequately large field study

sample of similar systems is not yet available. This reflects a general
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problem in IS research ^-JrSi^S^^^^S,SS»^^
Sf£ a„

h
"-a t„ „£ "s^'fsingie^em does not preclude arrivin,

2?- vaUo emanations ^^J"^ ™ '?
he"°Sln

"idiographic research explanations are valid tor i y y

assess the benefits and impact of BEATRICE.

TZSZ sectiorI p-vides examples and details how BEATRICE output is

dec"Sns and the firm"! use of resources. Section 7 is a conclusion.

2. HOW ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS DISTORT PERFORMANCE SIGNALS

2.1. ACCOUNTING DEFICIENCIES

fh- shortcomings of traditional management accounting become evident,

i»r^r »r,sc"^s- rKrss
Management decision ^ fJ^W^^t^Zr by materials and

S^oflS;. and IniorSionTocesling was expensive. C-tJ^-^J

avaiiabK in any form to 'support planning and strategy analysis.

SSSSSly-SS-S- "oHeSaf a»r
0
rndirect

5
c:^r.rrdi„g to'e.slly

costs with their causal £•^°rs, °r ^ managLent. Table 1 summarizes

?he
SU
charac?erLS^ of t£e two environments. (Table 1 omitted) Murphy and

Br:unri4|
e
report

S

that 54 percent of the 339 company accountants surveyed
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^ ^.c^mar service. Profit is often overstated on custom and specialty
and customer service^

ticular handling and place large burdens on
products ^hat often requip

Neglected are value-adding products or
support and service reso *

poQr si ls from a management

rccoun
e

tLg
tha

syStr
te

can easily lead to poor decisions and the

underperformance of the firm.

2 2 INFORMATION SYSTEM SHORTCOMINGS collect
Unfortunately, most companies' management information systems (MIS) collect

»nH ^sseminate those cost accounting data that researchers have found to

k ripfirient These MIS are centrally controlled systems most relevant to

MddS
fl
managemen?

eS
f:cSg operational control decisions .

A survey by McLeod"
ri Roaers 23' found that 60 percent of managers using marketing

informJKon systems in Fortune 1000 companies

tn**»rnal accounting system as their primary source of data. Because tne

prinSal S oi£ut. are accountability, control, and exceptions reports

?he database designs to provide these often neglect the types of data

necessary for addressing strategic management concerns that arise.

2.3 NO INTEGRATED MIS

Lackincr profitability data and a supporting MIS, managers are constrained

in their
P

ability to understand the profit contribution of customerm their acuity
different lines of business. Decision support for

SISS pLnSng ^Tof possible without relevant and accurate djt.

Difficulty measuring profitability is not unique o the purities

•i^Hu^trv Airlines, for instance, may want to know the protit xrom
" ft a f certain route and selling seats at a particular price taking
P
n
"

un tne demand for feeder routes or onward connecting flights. The

problem
" uSerstLding the complex buying patterns of customers for some

P^nrt, -Psneciallv those in which multiple services are provided as a

Eundied parage Effective management decision making requires meaningful

proStabi?i?y measures that include all relevant costs in the final

VellizTd profit of a firm's delivered goods. In many cases, deregulation

anT chance in many industries has allowed new market entrants to "skim the

cream" 3 cnasJng only the most attractive and profitable customer

^eUts leaving unprofitable customers and lines -—s^fo^the

cross"subsidization of loss-making activities by profitable ones

is increasingly unviable. However, many firms lack an accounting system to

nelp t^m realize this until the process is well underway In addition,

eroding customer loyalties and a growing transaction ^Ration-that is,

unbundling and selecting the low-cost provider for needed services

oSv--have placed even longstanding client relationships in jeopardy nd

llfl unprepared firms with increasing proportions of loss-making accounts.

2.4. ACTIVITY^-BA^^D~~AC^5UNTING
^

A^vi^^s^cost-tng^ABC) has been advanced as a solution to the Problem

Sf-Su^g^informatiWthat is unsuitable or biased The assumption in

ABC is ?hat virtually all of a firm's activities exist to support the

JroducJion and distribution of goods and services. The basic activity-based

model is:

(Model omitted)

The activity-based approach models the economics of producing a good or a

service as I set of activities that consume resources. Indirect and support

colla are assigned on the basis of "drivers": that is, the model recognizes

Sat c lay be incurred for each batch that is scheduled, or foreach

order handled or for each custom product design unde^ken.^By^allocating-^

tinl&cI^S&lr\c7ordInT7to ri^b-urdens--cr^£eQy^ivit^ and

?ne consequence^ - of'-management-acti-ons----for-exampl-e-,-infrbducing
a new

produX ofperforming an activity less frequently-can be forecast and the
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indicated changes in resource consumption can be measured against the

changes in revenues.

Several criticisms of ABC have been widely discussed in the management

accounting profession 12,16,18!. Some critics have commented that reducing

the unprofitable activities that the firm undertakes may simply create

excess capacity, and will not necessarily result in a change in the firm s

costs . Proponents argue that a good ABC system will signal that a product

or service is unprofitable, and distinguish costs that are volume-sensitive

and controllable from those that are fixed. Users of ABC methods accept

that there are lags in achieving bottom-line effects depending on how

management responds to the signals, and whether the costs are controllable

in the short run or not.

A second criticism is that a^TTvitTe^^Kn^d^ In

fact, many concomitant events—infruerice-costs, including time, business

volumes, and earlier decisions that may have led to excess resources or

inefficiencies. ABC advocates realize that the consumption of resources is

not always caused by the production activities for a good or a service. For

example, processing errors or machine breakdowns cause costs, but cannot be

attributed to a particular product or to a customer. A related problem

occurs when there is excess capacity to perform an activity. In that

situation, the ABC literature recommends that the full cost of this

capacity should not bear on a product's costs or the profitability of a

customer relationship. If a machine has a total daily cost of $1 ,000 and is

used at half capacity to produce just 100 units per day, only its full

capacity cost of $5 per unit should be applied to its output. If the full

cost is applied, a manager might wrongly feel justified in raising prices,

which would reduce demand and create even more idle capacity, leading to

still higher unit costs. A separate expense item is suggested that treats

excess capacity as a cost_o^th^quarter_o£ the per^,_^ndjiot as a

product or activity cost. A[go^d^BC^ys.temfwill p-rovrde accurate ^sijnals.,

however, it is left to the'manager-"to assess-t-he-causa-l'ity--activities,

inefficiencies, or otherwise—that lead to resource consumption. In cases

where.^costB'-are—not—caused'b-y-a^tlvitie^
separatel-y-and-should-not_be_a-l-located-to-a-firm-'-s--products or _services

—

2.5. ABC IN SERVICE BUSINESSES

Activity-based costing was developed principally for production and

manufacturing operations. Like other large securities firms, BZW is a

complex service business comprising a well-equipped trading room, sales and

investment advisors, a securities research group, and trade settlement and

clearing operations. There are a number of different revenue sources and

expense categories. Customers are fund managers and other investors looking

to achieve attractive rates of return on their invested assets.

Historically, financial services firms maintained account-based information

systems, which made it difficult to look at the totality of a customer

relationship. A bank, for instance, knew its trust-account holders, its

checking-account holders, and its mortgage-account holders. However, they

were known only as separate accounts, even when several were held by the

same person. Bringing together the entire customer relationship was not

possible with the previous technology, but in the past five to ten years

has become a major goal for many banks, insurance companies, and brokerage

houses

.

A small modification to the activity-based model is needed for measuring

customer profitability in a service industry:

(Model omitted)

The premise is that service activities cause costs, and that customer

demands require activities to be undertaken. BZW exhibits the conditions

most suited to an activity-based approach: (1) there is a diverse range of

services, processes, and customers; (2) there are significant overheads

5ofl7
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that are not easily assigned; and (3) demands on resources by BZW customers

are not proportional to the volume of business they generate 24!.

3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND OBJECTIVES

There were several objectives for BEATRICE . First, BZW needed to respond to

learning business conditions in its industry. Second, the firm recognized

there was overcapacity in its operations, but was handicapped in its

Planning by its inability to distinguish between those costs that

contributed commensurate revenue, and those that were ^effective in

producing adequate revenue. This meant that any cutbacks to improve

proKtabflity were haphazard and potentially threatening to viable line

Easiness Third, the firm wanted an integrated MIS to provide relevant

output fir senior managers. The BEATRICE design addresses these objectives.

3.1. RESPONSE TO INDUSTRY CONDITIONS

in the early and mid-1980s, the securities industry was characterized by

racid arowth and substantial margins. Economic expansion and the rise in

SvestiKe assets led to buoyant conditions for securities brokers and

dealers on both sides of the Atlantic. During this time aggregate revenues

were sufficient to cover the cost for most lines of business. In recent

years deregulation and new entrants have led to narrower margins and more

difficult conditions, especially in the U.K. equities market, which

Underwent deregulation in 1986 and experienced a dramatic influx of new

competitors.

The London market's Big Bang deregulation and the drop in bu^"J°J^
after the October 1987 stockmarket plunge created a fiercely competitive

environment in the U.K. securities industry. The Big Bang occurred on

OctooeT Tl, Ss6: it abolished the fixed commission rate schedule
,

removed

a 30 percent limit on corporate ownership of member firms and opened

Exchange membership to overseas firms 9!. SEAQ, a screen-based market

mecnanism, was introduced to support the new Exchange operations. The halt

?o the steady increase in securities trading volumes came with the

worldwide price drop in October 1987. Firms have since reported record

losses and revenue? and margins have fallen. In London, member firms of

tne London stock Exchange lost L350 million in 1990, and about 10 000 net

job losses are estimated to have occurred since 1987. Capital employed by

member firms fell from its 1989 peak of L3.5 billion to L3.1 billion in

Tate 1990 (25«, p. 12). An initial rush to set up U.K. equities operations

ill to a ump from thirteen market making firms to a peak of thirty-six m
1987. There has since been a decline to twenty- four in mid-1991.

After 1987, the U.K. securities industry faced the unfamiliar challenge of

Tiling back and managing resources more tightly. Without dat^ necessary to

measure performance and the profitability of customer relationships, BZW

manaaers chose to develop BEATRICE to compare revenues with their

Associated service costs. During the years of growth, most IT investments
"

tne securities industry went toward -front-of £ice » syst to supply

brokers and dealers with trading information and analytical capabilities.

BEaSce represents a critical new phase of IT investment in leaner times

?of the securities business: systems to monitor risks, and to measure and

control the profitability of customer relationships and business

activities

.

3.2. SUPPORT INTELLIGENT PLANNING

Howard Coates, Chief Executive of the equities division at the time saw

that a more tightly controlled operation was needed to deal with prorit

pressures and the evident excess capacity caused by the rush of new

entrants into the market. Yet any management steps taken to control

Expenses and focus on the most attractive segments would rely ™ Dement,

rather than hard data on the firm's profit sources. In 1988 »ZW lacked

Systematic awareness of which costs generated which revenues, and hence did
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expense items, but maintained n««^ integrated information on

need to gauge its profits and success by client.

• .. ^c-irm nhiPctive for BEATRICE was to support strategic planning,

^wanted to be^er manage customer relationships and to identify those
" " f that are non-value-adding to be able to reduce excess capacity

"SSently In response to industry conditions, some firms are cutting
mtex-L-i-y^ A ^-,-jr r- _ chaff or closinq down altogether. BZ.W

IfsS; to cSrffy and mk. elicit the profitability of

strategic planning can "cut back without cutting muscle.

3 3 INTEGRATE MIS WITH IMPROVED ACCOUNTING TECHNIQUES

MIS report might appear as in Table 2. (Table 2 omitted)

^"reports^^rfe^- cSslo^s^

vary substantially by customer.

3.4. DEVELOP ROBUST REVENUE AND COST MODELS

with a diverse ana cn g y offerings to new needs, new financial

attribute since BZW may trade with a customer, and not Know until some time

after whether they made a profit.

Reflecting on BEATRICE , Howard Coates noted that "at the outset we didn't

Save a clear idea of the ways in which revenues were derived and felt that
have a clear idea or *

b enorraous i y valuable in managing the

business
1

'" f^rsTst^ for BZW was to develop a model of how customer

aemand for its services contribute revenues and generate costs.

3.4.1 REVENUE SOURCES
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Revenues in a securities firm come from customer commissions and the firm s

trading profits. Customers generally pay a commission when a securities

house executes a trade on their behalf. In 1991, the standard institutional

commission rate in the London equities market was 0.20 percent, meaning

that a L50 000 trade would generate a L100 commission for the securities

firm in addition, securities houses act as market makers, offering to

trade with, rather than just trading for, their customers This leads to

two ways of earning trading revenue. The first comes from the market maker

auotina a bid price at which he is willing to buy and quoting a somewhat

higher ask price at which he will sell stock. The market maker derives his

turn or "bid-ask" trading revenue from buying at the lower bid price and

selling soon after at the higher ask price. The second source is more risky

speculation or positioning revenues (or losses) that result from a trader

taking a long or short position to gain from changes in the price over a

greater period of time. Trading income in either form varies up or

downwards according to the price movements after a trade, but because of

the uncertainty about future prices at the time of a trad ,
the full

revenues from a customer transaction are not known until the trader s

resulting position is unwound at a later stage 4 !. To measure trading

gains accurately, BEATRICE calculates the profit from a trade sometime

after the transaction in light of subsequent trades and price changes.

3.4.2. COSTS

Expenses are difficult to identify with particular activities and

particular customers in the securities industry. Firms are principally

involved in securities research, advice, settlement, execution and the

commitment of capital to facilitate customer trades. The unallocated

overheads and indirect costs to provide these services often account for

over half of all costs in many firms. Securities firms traditionally have

provided their customers with services as a bundle, and have charged

overall on the (easily measured) volume of trading channeled to the firm,

e q applying a 0.20 percent commission to L5, 000, 000 in trading volume

generates L10,000 revenue for BZW. The problem arises because there is not

a standard set of services that is provided to customers; they draw

resources from the film in diverse ways. Consequently, costs are not easily

assiqned to the customers who caused them, and customers pay according to a

volume measure that can be highly inconsistent with their demands on

resources. To measure resource demands, BEATRICE traces costs to customers

based on the activities undertaken on their behalf, and the transactions

they generate. This is a considerable improvement on a volume-based measure

to estimate costs, and better reflects the economics of serving investors

The revenue and cost equations form the basis of an aggregate profit model

that reflects the performance of the firm's business units and the

attractiveness of its customer relationships.

4. IMPLEMENTING THE PROFITABILITY MODEL

BZW provides securities research on over 600 companies, and is a market

maker in the shares of nearly 2,000 U.K. companies. The firm serves 400

sizable clients in U.K. equities from its network of offices worldwide.

BEATRICE assigns a profit to each of the firm's 6,000 transactions a day

according to ^Igoritnms that are discussed in this section. BEATRICE is

based on a relational database design. In the main relation, each record

represents a trade, and fields include the customer name, the security

traded, price, time, and the various revenues and service costs

subsequently allocated to the trade. Hence, 6,000 records are added each

day. The database runs on a Stratus XA2000 with SQL 2000 as the data

manipulation language.

After a period of system development, BZW is beginning to realize benefits

from BEATRICE. We next describe the development of BZW's customer

profitability model, and discuss its implementation in an MIS. After, we

document some of its early applications and results, and assess the
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potential for BEATRICE to improve the firm's performance.

4.1. THE NEED FOR PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS

As in many securities firms, BZW managers have difficulty identifying the

sources of its profits. A director at BZW likened securities firms to a

supermarket in which "customers roam about filling their baskets with the

goods they desire (i.e., research, advice, trading services etc.), but pay

at the check-out not on the basis of the costs of the items, but on the

basis of an unrelated quantity such as the weight of basket (i.e., the

volume of their trading) . " Hence, a customer purchasing a pound of filet

mignon is often charged the same as the customer buying a 16 oz. can of

baked beans. BEATRICE remedies this disparity by applying the principles of

activity-based costing. The unit level of activity in a securities firm is

a trade, and all revenues and costs eventually apply to individual trades.

4.2. COST ALLOCATION

Cost allocation in BEATRICE operates in two stages. The first stage

determines the cost of activities. The principal cost elements are shown in

Table 3. (Table 3 omitted)

All costs within the equities division are assigned to one of these

categories, and indirect costs and overheads including premises,

administration, and computer equipment are associated with individual

business functions. The next stage allocates these activity costs to

customers who require activities to be undertaken. The basis for allocating

costs is the activity that is felt to have the strongest causal link with

the expense. Two types of activity costs were identified. Unit-volume

related costs are those that are a function of the number of transactions.

Process-sustaining costs are those that are insensitive to volume and

result from the consumption of service and support-level resources. The

activities and the basis for their allocation are reported in Table 4.

(Table 4 omitted) , . TT „
in the system's processing, nearly all of the costs of running the U.K.

equities business are allocated to individual trades according to the staff

time they require and the fees and costs to which they give rise. Each

category of service has its costs assigned to individual transactions in

the most explicit and realistic way. As Alastair Yexley, Assistant Director

at BZW, note, "It took a long time to determine where costs arose and where

they should be allocated, and this was the most complex element of

specifying the system." For example, settlement costs may be allocated at

one of two levels. First, BZW settling with a Stock Exchange member firm

requires only intramarket settlement, which uses electronic book entry and

is relatively inexpensive. On the other hand, client settlement with

nonmember firms requires settling twice, once within the Exchange market

and once with the client. Accordingly, the higher costs of client

settlement are borne only by client trades, and the lower costs of market

settlement are borne by trades with member firms.

Trader/Execution activities provide another illustration of the cost

allocation process. BZW employs four market makers and trading staff to

cover oil stocks. Each trade in oil stocks requires roughly equivalent time

and effort on the market makers' part, and is allocated an equal share of

cost of oil market makers. If market makers cut their costs—by shedding

staff or using fewer terminals or data services—each trade will have a

smaller cost allocation, and thus will be more likely to be profitable.

4.3. REVENUE ALLOCATION

Measuring profitability also requires data on revenues. BEATRICE tabulates

two different types of revenues for each trade: commission and trading

revenue. Commissions are paid as a percentage of customer trade size for

BZW's research, advice, and client settlement services. Trading revenue is

the income BZW expects to receive for committing its capital to facilitate
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, • 4. . H«i re to trade In general, market makers seek to have a zero
clients" desire to trade In g , positions, which represent

5£
tl0

Snd re^ir^he'to^menfof tie firm's capital BEATRICE allocates

SSln, revere to individual -des according to an algorithm that^plits

cSSSutiS^an Te° .iloca^oTcustSer or to a BZW trader Trading
contribution can oe

facilitation trading profits, which are

"attributed to client'tradeJ These profits are the result of short holding

peSS trades for BZW: for instance, buying from a customer at 10 00 A.M.

and selling to another (at a higher price to be profitable) at 10 05 A.M.

Longer hiding periods for a BZW market maker often indicate an attempt to

realize speculative position revenues, which are not assigned to clients

Consider ?he example" in Table 5 which a BZW market maker transacts three

tills In a half-hour period and closes out his or her position. (Table 5

omitted)

profitable, dut: tne tmiu Liauc " ~ ^ TA nnn ^^^-f-; +- realized
to let the first and second trade split evenly the L4,000 profit realized

at the time of the second trade, but have the first and the third trade

split the L3,000 loss realized at the time of the third trade.

Many other sensible ways of allocating the L4,000 gain and the 13, 000 loss

exiJt but as a BZW director observed, "the key issue is to ensure that the

success. AEM ~~ *
t BZW miaht conclude that customer C was better

informed abo" lhort4em pri"
g

movements, and potentially a more risky

customer C.

4.4. TRADE PROFITABILITY ALGORITHM

he?d a^ tit tSe of the trade, the cost of acquiring that inventory the

£££2 LS r . "LintLnihaloSSro, *0, 000 shares Ion,

tn.n trade out of It. in this case, the L3.000 loss would be deducted from

tne -Set maker-, position .revenues. This •W' -™> "??efr
=

des

^omplicat^SS"^

is r - u-ftr^dgrP^tio„r^rL^^^ss™^ "metres ijhey are used to speculate on anticipated prrce movement,.

result of the computations in BEATRICE, each transaction will b.ve «

IT Lll elements as well as commission and trading revenues orAs a

number of cost el.ents as ^/LS^JSSt'S calculated^ ea^n

itadr Sea^f "oata'can tnlfll uZl to'work out the contribution of

anv subset of trades: for instance, trades by particular clients those

w^hin a particular size range, or all trades handled by an individual
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t„ =™r-Pfrate the model's revenues and costs reconcile to the
salesman. In aggregate^ the

accQunts , but with the benefit that key

refationshi^r^^^ntty^nformation is made available in electronic form

with BEATRICE.

5 HOW THE MODEL IS USED

strengths and weakness of our operation and to evaluate our c^mtjent. to

various customers and customer segments-in some cases this means

strengthening our ties and increasing our^--J^" ^"S^
inputs

9 ^Ck
i.°E..ii

1

o5
1
r£r-S

f

2oii of cost and revenue allocation, the

interpretation of the model's outputs nevertheless requires judgment.

5.1. ROLE OF JUDGMENT

Management accounting^^u^t^^
^roSon activities. As^ordan demonstrates, however, these data, even in

an ideaiLed form? are not adequate for solving the firm's microeconomic

di rectiv into management production decisions, but is subject to

Set- ri^ j^^rs^s^^^
next Scribe ho« B» senior managers interpret and use BEATRICE output.

5.2. BEATRICE ANALYSES

The profitability calculations are applied in a batch program that is run

rf^ri» nn each of the 400,000 transactions arising in a quarterly^^^^^^^^^^
^nip^e* <£ tnrreriS statistiL^^sq

t STSSSS a? reliS cSdSS. Sufin—fcents'
Bz"s larger institutional clients transact with the firm about 800 tiroes

in a quarter.

once the model is run for a quarter, as many as 100 reports are generated

detailing the performance of many different types of cr°s s-sectional

oroupingS information is calculated and can be presented in the format and

level 2 detail appropriate for a range of management decisions An ABC

system does not "-to decisions. Rather, it focuses attention on

SSr^S oau^fac^^^
£o™
l~dftfonr-
security.

5.3. VALUE IN DECISION MAKING

e<nr, rfrtrtce suDDorts short-term tactical and strategic planning, it

separates fixed anS variable costs in the output. In the short run,
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manaaement decisions will not affect fixed costs. Capital expenditures--!:or

Tn'ance? doling room equipment and computer ^^""^he^ono'run
3

TnJs
are not related to volume and are only controllable m the long run- This

Suggests that some activities may be loss-making relative to total

allocated costs, but, as Alastair Yexley pointed out, "may still be

profJta^e when' compared to the smaller amount which would be saved by

shutting down that line of business or not servicing an individual client

?or example, dropping unprofitable customers will not lower the current

periodTo of equipment! facilities, and administration However it is

possible to identify relationships that will only cover the current level

Tf costs with additional revenue. In the case of an unprofxt^le custonier

relationship, BZW has several alternatives. The firm can try to attract

additional business volumes from the client, or t^"*™^*"*™**
raised or BZW can try to limit the resources it expends on the

relationship. BZW managers recognize that there are different

interpretations and uses of BEATRICE information depending on the

Par"cuLr planning decision at hand. Expending fewer resources will be

liSy to have a lagged effect on performance because the newly available

capacity will need to be redeployed in more advantageous areas the

cllTcltv will be cut back over a period of time, Alternatively, BZW can

Seek to make an activity more efficient with changes in its processes or

by introducing new technology. A result may be a return ^ Profitability

for some relationships. The three most important purposes that BEATRICE is

used for are depicted in Table 6. (Table 6 omitted)

Tactical decisions require incremental costing; these are only those costs

Sat can be immediately reduced by a fall in transactions volumes or

curtailing an activity. Such volume-sensitive costs are often a small

proportion of the full costs. For instance, the cost of prance and

settlement for a customer that is not a member firm of the London Stock

Exchanae is about L40 fully costed. However, in the short term, L32 of the

L40 expense is fixed, leaving L8 as the settlement cost that management

ac^rcould' potentially save in the short ternu A proble-.-olvjng

situation considers a particular decision that the firm faces. tor

instance? tTe firm ma/.tudy whether to provide an unProf^able
v
^°m"

SZh a terminal for using TRADE, BZW's on-line order execution system for

their trades 8!. The relevant costs would be a one-time cost for the

terminal and training, and the reduced costs from less time spent by BZW

tracers on the phone with that client. Other costs, such as the hardware

and TRADE software maintenance, would not be affected by the marginal user.

Strateaic planning involves identifying where the firm has a comparative

advantage,
?
and looking for ways to offer services and to attract customer

seoments with the most leverage for increasing profits. For BZW the

cummer segments and lines of business in which the ^covers its^fully

allocated costs are those in which the firm is willing to invest to attract

growth and to defend the segment in the future.

5.4. CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION

Expectations for growth and future profitability of certain client

relationships are alio taken into account when evaluating current, possibly

inadequate profitability. A loss-making client relationship today may

become profitable in the future, and accounts such as these are monitored

for Improvement. BEATRICE information and prospecting reports from sales

manaairs are used to classify clients into several categories. The

classification is based on a client's current profitability and potential

for increased revenue. Figure 1 depicts four customer categories. (Figure 1

if"he' first category are clients with adequate profit levels, who are

Skely to respond with additional business volumes to upgraded services

from BZW These clients are actively targeted, and would have additional

contacts from BZW's senior research analysts and portfolio strategists. The

second category is profitable clients who are unlikely to respond to

additional services with an increase in volume and revenue. Because the

cUenc is not a loss-making account, the level and mix of services are
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Tnaintained Category 3 customers may include those whose revenues do not

cover
' colSr^ut cover marginal costs and contribute to overheads at

BZW There is a good possibility that the client's business volumes

directed to BZW could improve. In these cases, the financial implications

of the relationship are discussed with the client in hopes of converting

He relationship to'profitability. Recognizing their mutual reliance, some

IT t s have shown a willingness to increase the commission rate

paid to BZW, or to reduce their demand for services that they value less to

enable BZW to reduce its costs and apply the resources elsewhere. In the

rourth category are clients whose associated revenues may not cover the

marginal colt^of the services provided in the current relationship, and

whose relationship is not expected to expand.

BZW has several distribution channels for its services and can assign

staff of different seniority to a client. As a result the firm has

additional alternatives for converting relationships to profitability It

can use the most appropriate staff and delivery mechanism based on the

SSracSveSSJ. and prom contribution of the relationship For^ns ance

encouraging a customer to use electronic order entry via BZW s TRADE system

for some trades is one alternative for reducing the costs of the

relationship.

5.5. BEATRICE ANALYSIS: AN EXAMPLE

Table 7 is an example of BEATRICE'S output for a relatively small BZW

client. (iable 7 omitted) In the example, the client relationship was

slipping into unprofitability in the first half. Part of this appeared to

be due to reduced volume, which may have been due to a decline m sales

effort An additional element was a deterioration in gross trading margin^

?hese conditions were turned around in the third quarterns more sales and

research effort was applied, leading to greater profitability.

It is unusual for decisions to be made on data from a single quarter The

analysis of trends is therefore important to avoid making judgments based

on statistical anomalies. In the sample relationship shown, two

unprofitable quarters placed the client account in the third loss-making

ca?egory. BZW increased the service provided and the client directed an

"creased volume of business to BZW. This led to profits for the

relationship in the subsequent quarters, and for the year as a whole.

Some of the factors taken into consideration in interpreting the output are

external to BZW. For instance, customers' activity levels are influenced by

the overall level of activity in the market and by the customer service

charges set by the London Stock Exchange. Similarly, the profitability of

BZW^s trading is in part a function of the spread between the bid price and

He ask Sice in the market as a whole, which will affect all clients and

over which no one firm has control. These exogenous factors are published

by the London Stock Exchange, or are directly measured by BZW and can be

taken into account. In addition, benchmarking comparisons can be made with

the aggregate performance of firms in the industry. For instance, the net

margin (ie., revenues-expenses! / trading volume) in U.K. equities was

0 018 percent for member firms of the LSE in 1990 (it was 0.031 percent in

1989 and 0.023 percent in 1991) . (D For the sample customer, the net

margin for the relationship was 0.018 percent, indicating relatively good

performance for 1990, and an attractive relationship for BZW.

5.6. BEYOND RELATIONSHIP PROFITABILITY

By looking at information on the profitability of large subsets of total

trades, BEATRICE enables particular types of clients or lines of business

to be analyzed. One decision in particular was whether to undertake a

costly hardware upgrade to allow additional users to access the TRADE

system Prior to BEATRICE, it would have been guesswork to determine

whether the client activity through TRADE generated profits for BZW By

analyzing the costs and revenues of the subset of trades made with the
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TRADE system, BEATRICE showed that this line of business was sufficiently

it-able to iustify the investment. An analysis of the client activity

throucjh TRADE tte quarter subsequent to the upgrade showed that, with

Se eSra S^oughput to TRADE, the upgrade investment was fully recouped in

three months.

6. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE IMPACT

A orofitability information system does not clearly exhibit one of the

JdentSed sources of strategic advantage-switching costs 22! Preemption

5 or unique assets 7!. However, such systems can provide benefits and

imnrove decision making and strategic planning. BEATRICE greatly improves

SCIon Information available to' BZW managers and provides accurate

fflM1.ures 0 f the economics of customer relationships. BEATRICE supports

cToser"anient of the firm's resources and enables the f rm to position

itself correctly for profitable operations in a highly competitive

Sustry. Sere are several ways in which the system has enhanced

competitiveness and profitability.

6.1. ENHANCED INFORMATION FOR MANAGEMENT

Prior to the development of BEATRICE, management information in BZW was

nm^ed Total profi? and loss could only be calculated on an aggregated

iZSl for tradinq activities, and by market maker in individual stocks.

Commissi couid
9

only be tabulated for each client, ^ information was

available on the services each client was receiving, and no analysis or

breakdown of profits by client was possible. BZW's management did not know

w Set e its expenditures and service efforts were contributing to

Z It™ iTL Tt had a team of professionals generating a revenue

Sream but no way t trad
"

cost? incurred in servicing individual

SS. without an^nderstanding of the profitability sources, management

was admittedly "flying blind."

RFRTRICE has remedied these shortfalls. It enables management to determineS us me nd customer segments are profitable and for jhatreason..

Tor example, a client may pay below-average commiss^s but engage in a

birth volume of low-risk trades that create profits for BZW dealers, ine
hl
?\ It Profitable, but without BEATRICE the client could have

^.iS i?be"os™iiS initially the system's output was "greeted with

some skepticism," according to a BZW director. Several of the profit

alTocaSn mechanisms needed to be adapted to handle several special

situations ?hat arose in the markets. With the treatment of these

situa^ons, and the added experience using BEATRICE output, the system has

become well accepted.

As the diversity of BZW's client base increases due to globalization and

Sew ^vestment management styles, the firm will need to continue to develop

aoorooriate metrics for evaluating their profit performance across clients
P
5 lllllt foments BZW will also continue to develop its ability to

interpret the ^EATRICE data^ and to perfect its responses to unprofitable

relationships The firm's new intelligence about trade-by-trade performance

can suppose discovery and evaluation of new trading and position-taking

tactics. These abilities should improve over time.

6.2. BENCHMARKING AND BEATRICE BUSINESS VALUE

Published data on commissions, trading revenue, expenses, and turnover in

the U K equities markets provide benchmarks for BZ\raana^^cfB^^
the firm's performance and profitability of relationships Since BEATRICE

is based on activity-based accounting principles, the outputs have forceful

economic °impUcations for management decision mak

a ,omiaU ; o cover the cost of maintaining a product or a customer

relationship some management action is appropriate The alternatives

delude raising price, increasing volume, and abandoning the activities and

redeploying ?he resources elsewhere, or cutting capacity outright through
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layoffs and equipment disposals.

BEATRICE enafcl.s BSW - co^,« p^fit,bllity perfo^nc,™

imnact 19'. However, such an analysxs requires a xargej.

^currently available, and is outside the scope of this paper.

7. CONCLUSION

Traditional management accounting data at. liMt^d in their £££y£

^nd Process cost and revenue data using these techniques. The evidence is
and Process cost ana

provide information that is more relevant

^d^accuraL ^han 'what ^s*previously available, and that improves the

quality of management decision making.

R7W's response to poor accounting information and adverse conditions in its

It T to "develop BEATRICE, an innovative MIS that combines ABC

out similar types of analysis, BEATRICE is likely to provide a competitive

advantage

.

While a single-site case study limits the ability to generalize there is

^nnnort for the result that a well-executed information system based on ABC

S pi an 5 ve management decision making and organizational

n£?o2nance This finding is particularly applicable in securities firms,
P
k £ t.lt' encountered recent deregulation and rising competition, and

HTl recent" "eked effective management accounting systems, ^tensions

of thC research will examine how to use the data from customer

or^c^^lty-^sed
0
profSabi^y systems, and, finally, what problems and

bLefiS arise when performance measurement systems are integrated with

firms' other information technologies, including processing and control

systems, Xven^ory systems, supplier-vendor networks, and customer order

entry systems.

NOTE

1. correspondence with Stephen Wells, Chief Economist, London Stock

Exchange, 1992.
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ABSTRACT: The changing pace of service industries demands that greater

Attention be given to strategic issues. Intense competition in a growing

nSSer of service industries highlights the need for firms to focus

attention on how to attain a sustainable competitive advantage Against

this oackdrop is presented an exploratory study that attempts to determine

the key strategic variables that lead to superior financial as well as

competitive performance. Furthermore, the effects of strategi-c-variabAes^n

the service provider ' s risk levels_are-^nvestigated. The eg^^l ^pglta^
Casing''SI prorit impact--^ market strategy (PIM^)^atab^^ggest that

V^SelratSgforward, having a relatively ..larger market share Sharing

customers with other business GnttiTlOtfe^m^ and being a market^roneer

rpr?Tve!y ' influences - finahcl^rrlpositioh. Customizing the service

"-integrating forward,-- sharing -^customersf-w±th other business units in the

f?rm? having a strong service linage—and being in a market with a small

of competitors positively influences relative market share^ Finally

haying a -strong service_image,__Jjnpj:o^ng^se-rvi-ce-qua-l-i5y, and havingj^J
higher" relatr^price" ^a"u^s_^_rJL_sJ^to_seryice^f-i-rms

.

TEXT : INTRODUCTION

A areat deal of attention has been devoted recently to the rapidly changing

face of the services sector. A number of service industries are now

characterized by low growth, intense competition, rapid technological

changes and spiralling customer expectations (Allen 1989; Dudick, 1988,

Quinn and Gagnon, 1986; Segal-Horn, 1989; Wind and Robertson 1983) .
Also

services sector is becoming more concentrated due to the pursuit of

economies of scale by larger firms and high cons™eY!^f^rnan
resulting from risk and purchase ambiguity in service exchanges (Atternan

and Guseman, 1988). The effects of these trends have been counterbalanced

to some degree by deregulation in major service ^dust"eS
n
S^u^r^

airlines and financial services. Thus, put in terms of an industrial

life-cycle, most services are now in the mature stage, analogous to the

position of manufacturing firms in the 1960s and 1970s In the same way

that these manufacturing firms began to engage m strategic thinking in

response to a new situation, service firms today must also adopt a

strategic posture.

An extensive body of literature in services marketing has focussed on the

differences between services and goods. For the most part this stream of

research has focussed on the implications of differences between goods and

services from the standpoint of marketing operations management. However,

there seems to be very little research on the strategic aspects of

marketing in the services literature (Fisketal., 1993; Swartz et al

TSI2T Hence? the purpose of this study is to provide initial insights into

the key determinants of superior financial and competitive performance [1]

in service industries. The primary objectives of this article are:

(1) Develop research propositions delineating the relationship between key

strategic and competitive factors and their effect on service firm ^
lof23
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performance.

i9\ Empirically test these propositions and propose directions for

managerial practice and future Research in the area of strategic markets

£
S

tZoZltT
S

ttese objectives, this article is organized as follows.

Firs? we discuss the strategic implications of key organizational,

marketing and competitive variables on performance of the service firm and

SeveS testable research propositions. Second, we empirically test these

nrooositions. Third, we discuss the findings. Finally, we conclude with

discussion of the results, their implications and directions for research

in strategic services marketing.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

The area of strategic services marketing is in its infancy. Although there

«"«ch°d a«r of Strategic lervices Marketing by specifically studying

the effects of the following variables.:

ORGANIZATIONAL

(1) Degree of vertical integration

(2) Service quality

(3) Image

(4) Degree of shared customers

MARKETING

(1) Advertising level

(2) Promotional levels

(3) Sales force levels

(4) Price
(5) Product line breadth

(6) Product customization.

COMPETITION

(1) Order of entry

(2) Market share

(3) Number of competitors.

^ r\ -f fhiq studv is that it used three measures of
An important aspect th« ^udy « ™

e Qf their nature and

-n be SJecSS Sifferently by strategic context,

and°
r

good
al

p
P
er « one dimension of performance may mean "crlfxcxng

performance on another (Donaldson, 1984; Walker and Ruekert; 1987), the use
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of these three dependent variables provided for a richer understanding of

the effects of marketing decision on service firm performance.

Sr'sSJrSanfEffects that organizational factors have on firm

performances have been well documented in the marketing literature. While

?here are many important organizational variables worthy of investigation,

we have chosen key structural, financial, and atmospheric organizational

variables. In particular the following have received a great deal of

attention in the services industry in recent ^"'"^g^HvSe
integration, shared resources, service quality and image of the service

firm relative to competition.

Degree of vertical integration. One of the factors that has been found to

be significantly related to organizational performance is its level of

verticil integration. Service firms are increasingly facing new competitors

who have integrated forward or from more complex service firms who have

Integrated backwards. Retailers such as Sears integrated backward and

forward into insurance and finance, while airlines have invaded other

travel services and retailing. The benefits of vertical integration are

many. For instance, forward integration increases firm's control over

sales, distribution, promotion, and after-sales service (Chandler, 1R77,

Lovelock, 1989; Scherer, 1980) . Backward integration reduces the firm s

dependence on suppliers and reduces the cost of material and transaction

ttltT of input markets (Amihud and Lev, 1981; Robinson, 1988; Williamson

1975) For example, Red Lobster restaurants' control of sources of seafood

from 'Alaska and parts of the former Soviet Union reflects its desire to

maintain consistency and quality of suppliers (Aaker 1989) e adventages

of vertical integration include increase in value added (Aaker and

Tarobson 1987) and opportunities for product differentiation while

reducing' the Average o/consumers and suppliers (Woo, 1987) On the other

hand, ?he downside of vertical integration is that investments in forward

and backward integration can increase the level o fixed costs thereby

reducing strategic flexibility (Harrigan, 1985; Woo, 1987) further it can

reduce the already scarce capital and labor resources (Lovelock, 1989) and

Seise the need for coordination with the firm (Buzzell, 1983) . These

factors are not only likely to increase costs, but may also expose firms to

greater profit variation (Woo, 1987). Taco Bell, for example, has

outsourced much of the preparation work which has been done in restaurants

(such as, shredding lettuce and chopping tomatoes), thereby freeing

employees and supervisors to concentrate on customers and their needs

(Schlesinger and Heskett, 1991)

.

While we expect vertical integration to be positively related to market

share, its relationship with financial performance will depend on the net

effect of the benefits and costs of vertical integration. However, Buzzell

and Gale (1987) found the potential and actual benefits of backward and

forward integration varies across different contexts. So, while we expect

the degree of vertical integration to be positively related to market

performance and negatiwely related to risk, we also examine their effects

on performance separately. The above discussion leads us to hypothesize

that:

Hla The financial performance of a service firm will be significantly

related to the firm's degree of (1) forward and (2) backward integration.

Hlb The :market performance of a service firm will be related positively

to the firm's degree of (1) forward and (2) backward integration.

Hlc. The risk level of a service firm will be related negatively to its

degree of (1) forward and (2) backward integration.

Seevice quality. Service quality has been proposed as a critical

determinant of service success (Donovan and Rossiter, 1982; Lambert and

Lewis, 1983; Parasuraman et al., 1988; Zimmer and Golden, 1988). While one
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could question the inclusion of service quality under the category of

organizational factors, we contend that the ^^yi^.^533^^^^^
literature on service quality is that superior service is an organizational

imperative. Quality plays an important strategic role in organizations.

Empirical studies lend^upport to the positive relationship between quality

and market share, and are also supportive of a strong positive association

between quality and profitability (Buzzell and Weirsema, 1981; Gale and

Branch, 1982)

.

Theoretical perspectives and empirical evidence on the relationship between

quality and market share and quality and profitability appear to be

equivocal. On the one hand, service quality could be positively related to

market share since superior quality may act as a barrier to entry to new

competitors and superior quality could force the exit of incumbent firms

On the other hand, a strategy of superior quality may necessitate the

creation of the perception of exclusivity and therefore could be

incompatible with high market share (Porter, 1980)

.

EMPIRICAL STUDIES HAVE FORMED MARKETING EXPENDITURE TO AFFECT SALES

in a similar manner, the net effect of quality on profitability can be

difficult to predict. On the one hand. Superior quality could require the

use of less standardized procedures, and increased sales force spending to

support higher levels of customer service that may accompany higher quality

(Phillips et al., 1983). In the end, high quality services could be more

expensive to produce, and unless the increased costs can be passed on to

customers, profit margins would be squeezed, so that quality and

profitability could be inversely related. Equally plausible, however, is

?he argument that quality and profitability are positively related

Profitability could exist due to a number of factors. A strategy of

superior quality can lower customer sensitivity to price, therefoye making

it possible to charge higher prices without harming sales (Buzzell and

Gale 1987). Superior quality can also protect the business from

competitive forces (e.g. bargaining power of buyers) ^at reduce price-cost

margins and reduce service costs (i.e. warranty, liability and recovery

costs (Bitner, 1990; Garvin, 1988). An emerging consensus m retailing is

that customers are no longer motivated to purchase a product or service

solely on its characteristics or price. In fact, relative service quality

has become the purchase-determining condition in a retail experience

(Berry, 1986; Ingene, 1983; Lambert and Lewis, 1983) .
Empirical work

suggests that perceived higher service quality translates into

substantially higher profits (Luchs, 1986; Thompson et al., 1985). Thompson

et al. (1985) found that:

in only 15 percent of the markets is service "irrelevant" in the

customer perception of quality. In most markets, service plays a

sianificant part in the purchase decision; and in many markets, service is

more important than the product. ...service quality is a key to

profitability and growth - even for firms that are thougit of as primarily

manufacturers (pp. 2 0-5)

.

Based on the discussion above, we propose that higher levels of service

duality is likely to lead to higher market and financial performance. We

also expect high service quality to lower a service provider's riskiness.

Thus,

H2a. The financial performance of a service firm will be positively related

to the firm ! s level of relative service quality.

H2b. The market performance of a service firm will be positively related to

the firm's level of relative service quality.

H2c. The risk level of a service firm will be negatively related to its

level of service quality.
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service image. Unlike search goods, in the case of experience products such

as servicer consumers canndt infer through simple inspection whether a

product is of high or low quality. The potential for variation in service
P
a f and the general difficulty in assessing service quality, make the

evaluation of services difficult as well as riskier than goods (Murray,

SSS This complicates the choice decision for potential customers. Hence

service customers seek more information to make better choices (Deshpande

and Krisnnan, 1977). Information search is, however, expensive. When

informa^on 'asymmetry exists between buyers and sellers
,

high-and

low-aualitv services can co-exist in the marketplace (Akerlof, 1970) .This

forced buyers ex-ante, to determine the quality of services they buy

(Sayyar, ^990 . Thus, buyers cannot easily ascertain the competence of the

slice provider, and the quality and value of the service (Guseman, 1981,

Murray and Schlacter, 1990)

.

A firm's ability to sell high-quality versions of such experience and

Credence products depends on its reputation/image (Klein and Lefner, 1981 .

Reoutation/image is thus a proxy for quality and other key buying criteria

thaf cannot be easily evalulited. Since other cues are needed in order to

equate products with greater experience and credence at ribute^

rreithaml 1981) image is one such manor cue. Also, as buyers seeK to

iconomlS on evaluation costs, the product with the best image m the

mar^r Is usually chosenZ since it has the lowestevaluation costs (R«nelt,

??8tT Shostack (1977) suggests that since services contain a great amount

ottnUngiXliS, tangibiliilng needs must be attempted in order to "take the

oroduS more salient to customers. Merrill Lynch 's attempt to use the Bull

sy^ol is an illustration of a firm ttying to tangibilize the intangible

assets of their usiness (Berry et al., 1988). Based on these reasons, we

propose that:

H3a The financial performance of a service provider will be positively

related to the service provider's level of relative service image.

H3b. The market performance of a service provider will be positively

related to the service provider's level of relative service image.

H3c The risk level of a service provider will be negatively related to the

service provider's level of relative service image.

Shared customers. Related to the issue of lowering information acquisition

cos" or consumers, firms can exploit asymmetries by f-"^^*
providing multiple services to its customers. Nayyar (1990) argues that

each sampling by search or experience contributes toward the information

ba^ Jha? consumers maintain. When a firm introduces a new service,

consumers

:

mav draw upon the information bank to form associative evaluations of

the new service. This "carry-over" of evaluative information tends to

reduce Vformation acquisition costs for buyers. Hence customers who have

favorable impressions of current service providers will tend to favor Such

Seders when making purchase decisions about other services these

providers may offer (p. 516)

.

Furthermore service providers who have created favorable impressions, in

um« us their existing relationships to convince existing customers

to trv their new services rather than convincing new consumers. For

lLmld banks ^Citicorp), airlines (American) and retailers (Sears), and

travK-bank services American Express) use their existing networks with

coolers to grow by extending their presence into a broad range of new

acSvTSe. (^uinn and Paquette, 1990, .In sum » "^^Sd iUaS a
srvices that its existing customers may buy from it could create a

competitive advantage. Thus:

H4a. Sharing custbmers across multiple businesses will be positively

related to financial performance.
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H4b. Sharing customers across multiple businesses will be positively

related to market performance.

H4c. Sharing -customers across multiple businesses will be positively

related to risk level of the service provider.

MARKETING MIX VARIABLES

In this section, we examine and hypothesize the effects of marketing mix

variables on service firm performance and risk.

Advertising/promotional and salesforce expenditures. In general, empirical

studies have found marketing expenditures on advertising (Assmus et al.,

1984; Tellis, 1988) promotions (Parsons and Abele, 1981) and sales staffs

(Gatignon and Hanssens, 1987), to positively affect sales and market share

Expenditure in advertising and promotions act as a strategic tool to

penetrate market dominance over current competitors, create and reinforce

image and quality perceptions (Mattson, 1982; Monarty, 1985; Zursky and

Jacoby, 1986) and act as an entry barrier (Comanor and Wilson, 1974)
.
On

the other hand, threshold-effects in advertising-sales response functions

(Lambin, 1976), economies of scale present in advertising expenditure

Rundfelt, 1973) and higher goodwill earned by high market share firms

(Lambin, 1976) suggest the possibility of a negative relationship between

expenditure in advertising and market performance.

Certain unique properties of services also suggest the likelihood of a

negative relationship between advertising expenditure and market share. On

the one hand, because services cannot be stored or transported, selling

opportunities are permanently lost if they are not converted instantly into

lllls hence advertising is required to achieve this objective

(Balasubramanian and Kumar, 1990). On the other hand since services are

intangible, search qualities are few and experience qual^^s predominate^

Expenditure in advertising can communicate little about experience

qualities to customers (Woo, 1987), thus their importance is diminished for

service customers. Broadly, the role of marketing communications is to

perform three functions: inform, remind and persuade (Anderson and Rubin,

1986) In service industries, the first two functions are possible, but

persuasion is limited by the inability of advertising to convey experience

properties (Balasubramanian and Kumar, 1990). Overall, a negative

relationship can be expected between advertising expenditure and market

performance

.

The predominance of experience properties in services suggest that trials

(which are relatively risk-free for the customer) are needed. Promotions

designed to achieve this objective could not only reauce firm risk levels,

but also have a positive impact on market performance. The banking

industry's use of contest to encourage consumer use of ATMs is an example

of how incentives can promote a particular service (Murray, 1991)
.
In

effect, promotions by helping to achieve the third goal o ^r£*ing

communications, namely persuasion, should be positively related to market

performance

.

PROMOTIONS SHOULD BE POSITIVELY RELATED TO MARKET PERFORMANCE

The services literature recognizes the importance of personal interaction

in creating satisfied customers (Crosby and Stephens, 1987; Parasuraman et

al , 1985) Recent work on "relationship marketing" have focussed on the

role of salespeople in this regard (Crosby et al., 1990) .
Lovelock (1981)

discusses a "service trinity" where a high-contact service employee (at

least in the mind of the customer) (1) runs the organization, (2) sells the

output, and (3) is equated by the customer with the organization s output.

Thus, the salesperson is the primary - if not sole contact person for the

customer (Crosby et al., 1990). The salesperson is the information

provider, a significant influencer in much of consumer behavior, and

therefore, has a significant effect on customers' perceptions (Crosby et
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al 1990) As argued by Ingene (1983), higher expenditures on sales force

could lead to lower turnover, higher efficiency, more full-time employees

^higher service quality. These factors, thus, lead to higher sales, more

satisfied and loyal customers and a strong competitive advantage.

The relationship between advertising, promotional and salesforce

expend urend financial performance could be negative. In general, the

Jower the advertising, promotional and salesforce expenditure incurred in

reading a dollar of sales, the higher should be the business' profits.

^owerJng advertising and sales force expenditures per unit of goods sold

lowers' the per unit costs of selling, which in turn increases profit

margins Higher profit margins that result from lower levels of investment

Sl5 translate into higher returns on investment. Pyrrhic advertising and

promo^ionS campaigns, while increasing sales and market share can lower

financial performance. Furthermore, while sales promotions may affect the

shor^-term performance, it may have a negative longterm affect (Gupta

1988) . J£d, unlike advertising, sales promotions are riskier because they

do not reinforce store loyalty. Hence, we propose that:

H5a. The financial performance of a service firm ^f^^f^^^^f^
to the: (1) advertising levels, (2) promotional levels, (3) salesrorce

expenditures

.

H5b The market performance of a service firm will be positively related

?o:
* U) promotional levels, (2) salesforce expenditures, and negatively

related to advertising expenditures.

H5c The risk level of a service firm will be negatively related to

adverting levels, and positively to: (1) promotional levels, and (2)

salesforce expenditures.

Price Traditional economic theory suggests that when consumers are

rational aS reasonably informed, price and market share will be inversely

related. Services marketing literature (Zeithaml, 1988) suggests that in

most situations in evaluating services, intrinsic cues (physical

composition of product) are usually unavailable and thus consumers are

^imi?ed to extrinsic cues (price, brand name, or store image) Zeithaml

nWS) proposed that the use of price as an indicator of W^*^*™
amonq others) (1) availability of other cues of quality, (2 product

quaU?y variation within a category of products, and (3) consumers' ability

?o detect quality variation in a group of products. She proposes that in

the case of services, most customers are likely to use price as a proxy for

qualify. Furthermore, in most situations, consumers are price-seeking

and Gaeth, 1990) and view a high-priced service provider as

providing superior service quality. While a positive price-quality

relationship may have positive connotations, by protecting the business

rrom competitive forcesand thus causing a reduction in variance in sales

and profits, it may create an exclusive image, whereby sales volumes may

be reduced. The net effect will cause the relationship between price and

m^rkpt cerformance to be negative.
,

Till regard to profits, the relationship is situationally determined and

HTs equivocal, unlike goods, services are characterized not only by

uncertain^ of quality, but also by information assymetry between buyers

and sellers. Therefore, consumers are prone to mistrust quality claims and

misinterpret price signals (Nayyar, 1990). since consumers view price as a

Troxv of quality, low-cost producers who hope to gain a competitive

advantage by providing low cost services are likely to be viewed as low

quality seice providers. Therefore, consumers are less likely to buy such

services and thus any likely gains in terms of economies of scale disappear

due to the presence of low volumes of business. Such a situation questions

the viability of a low-cost strategy for services. However, in some markets

buyers may have greater expertise and experience. They may also be price

seS"ivrLd in those markets a low cost strategy may be viewed positively

(Nayyar 1990). Thus, a low price strategy is likely to lead to profits.

Furthermore, if the demand for the service is elastic, high prices could
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lead to reduced demand and a loss in profits. On the other hand, if the

demand is inelastic (e.g. catastrophic health care services), increases in

price would not affect demand proportionally, and it would have a Posltive

impact on profitability. The equivocal nature of the arguments suggest that

the direction of the relationship is unclear and is an empirical issue.

Higher prices may reflect the presence of market power protected by strong

entry barriers, weak competitors and bargaining power over buyers (Woo,

1981) Thus, not only would a positive price-quality connotation reduce

variance in returns, it could also signal market power and thereby the

relationship between high prices and risk level is expected to be negative.

Thus,

H6a. The financial performance of a service firm will be related to the

relative price of its offering.

H6b. The market performance of a service firm will be negatively related to

the relative price of its offering.

H6c. The risk level of a service firm will be negatively related to the

relative breadth of its product offering.

Breadth of product line. Product line breadth or assortment has been

posited to be an important determinant of service firm (e.g. retail)

performance (Ingene, 1983). Developing a broad product line sees the

purpose of meeting the heterogeneous needs of consumers. A differentiated

product line reduces sales uncertainty (Talaysum et al., 1987), serves to

fill niches and reduces opportunities for competition, especially new

entrants. In fact, Robinson and Fornell (1985) reported a strong^positive

relationship between product line breadth and market share. Though the

attempt to capture untapped opportunities, by increasing the breadth of the

product line, could reduce the volume for each line through

cannibalization, overall a positive relationship between product line

breadth and market share is expected.

Product line breadth's impact on profitability is not as apparent as its

impact on market share. Hayes and Wheelwright (1984) argue that a broader

product line with corresponding low volumes for each item in the line

results in higher costs, mainly through increases in overhead expenses. The

increase is not limited to overhead expenses — direct labor and material

costs can also increase (Abegglen and Stalk, 1985). Additionally, a broader

product line increases the complexity of operations leading to increases in

overheads (Johnson and Kaplan, 1987; Lubben, 1988), material handling and

inventories (Kekre, 1987; Lubben, 1988; McClain and Thomas, 1980)
,
and more

diverse process flows (Banker et al., 1988; Karmarkar, 1987). For example,

McDonald's attempt to broaden its product line by introducing pizzas and

fresh muffins has complicated the manufacturing operations and increased

costs by increasing managerial and control requirements (Schlesinger and

Heskett, 1991)

.

On the other hand, economies of scope benefits, through cost

complementarity, may be realized, if resources are shared across multiple

products. Overall, the increase in costs is expected to be greater than the

benefits from the economies in scope. Thus, product line breadth is

expected to have a negative impact on profitability. So:

H7a. The financial performance of a service firm will be negatively related

to the relative breadth of its product offering.

H7b. The market share of a service firm will be positively related to the

relative breadth of its product offering.

Customization. Standardization involves limiting service options and

achieving consistency in output by adopting a production-line approach to

service creation (Levitt, 1972) . In search of greater productivity and
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ability to compete on price, many service firms are moving away from

customization toward a "service-factory" type environment (Maister and

lolelTcl 1982; Schmenner, 1986). As opposed to customization,

standardization leads to economies of scale, superior quality control

^through conformance with standards), and lower employee costs (Lovelock

1981) in industries such as fast food, this assemblyline approach to

service has led to considerable success (e.g. McDonald' s [21)

.

Customization, on the other hand, achieves the objective of moving away

rrom ^Sce competition and aids in commanding a price premium (Porter,

1985) However, customization leads to increased costs of production, since

it eschews from any form of economies in production. Customisation, in most

^stances, involves the use of assets which are specie to a task which in

turn acts as a major barrier to exit. Such dedicated assets also reduce

flexibility of firms and could cause a reduction in profits. However, the

price premiums gained by customization could lead to a net positive

relationship between customization and profitability.

By standardizing their output and operating procedures, service firms could

run the risk of ignoring variations in demand, customers could become tired

of a homogenized output, and service quality could deteriorate because of

employees performing monotonous tasks (Lovelock, 1989) [3]
.
Customization

bv attempting to meet the specific needs of a customer group, reduces their

search cost!, while at the same time increasing the switching costs for

competition. The process of customisation leads to an incre^
e

.

ln

from the specific customer group. However, customization could lead to a

focus on niche markets rather than mass markets. Thus, the relationship

between customization and market performance is expected to be negative.

By focussing on niche markets the service firm tends to increase its risk

levels. Changes in demographic and economic forces could wipe out a niche

market and thus:

H8a. The financial performance of a service firm is likely to be positively

related to its level of service customization.

H8b. The market performance of a service firm is likely to be negatively

related to its level of service customization.

H8c. The risk of a service firm is likely to be positively related to its

level of service customization.

The nature and extent of competition in the service sector have changed

not only has traditional competition become more aggressive, but it has

increased in intensity in recent years with the advent of nontraditional

compe'tors (Sheth, 198?). In this section we have attempted tc
,
ex«»xne the

impact of three competitive factors, namely, order of entry, number of

competitors and relative market share and examine their impact on

performance and risk.

Order of entry. Prior empirical and theoretical research suggest that

pioneers enjoy market share and profitability advantages oyer later

ilZ and Lean, 1977; Lambkin, 1988; Robinson, 1988; Robinson and

Cornell, 1985; Urban et al., 1986; Whitten, 1979). It is argued that firms

which pioneer markets, gain advantages from the followxng sources:

(1) pre-emption of resources;

(2) ownership of proprietary technology;

(3) ability to lock in consumers; and

(4) scale and experience effects.
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For example, pioneering firms could preempt competition from access to

resources, such as, natural resources (Aaker, 1989), geographical market

locations (Leiberman and Montgomery, 1988), product positioning (Carpenter

and Nakamoto, 1984), and marketing channels (Aaker, 1989). Additional

advantages can range from a more typical instance as acquiring resources at

lower costs than later entrants, to a more extreme case as locking out

later entrants from access to needed resources. For example, the experience

of several airline entrepreneurs who were locked out of needed access to

boarding, i.e. airport gates (Heskett, 1990), is an example of the latter.

HIGH SWITCHING COSTS GIVE FIRMS THE ABILITY TO LOCK-IN CUSTOMERS

While early entry offers the-possibility of "locking out" one's

competition, high switching costs give firms the ability to "lock in"

consumers. Several switching costs can arise, such as:

(1) initial investments that the buyer makes in adapting to the seller's

products;

(2) supplier-specific learning by the buyer;

(3) contractual switching costs created by the seller;

(4) risk and uncertainty about a later entrants product quality; and

(5) moving away from an established industry standard (Kerin et al., 1992).

For example, Porter (1985) cites the example of hospital management

contracts, wherein the pioneer signed up hospitals and gained a significant

edge in contract renewals because changing management firms would lead to

increased costs in tenns of disruption caused by a new administrator, a new

computer system, and other attendant changes.

Finally, pioneers can gain from scale and experience effects. By being

first in the market, they are in a position to build volumes and benefit

from economies of scale. Furthermore, the longer the period the market is

exclusively the pioneer's (the period before the second entrant enters the

market) , the greater the time for the pioneer to gain from the learning

curve and experience effects. Studies have also proferred a dismal outlook

for late entrants. For example, Robinson found that the average market

share for pioneers was 7.95 per cent higher than early followers, which in

turn was 14.27 per cent higher than that of late entrants (Robinson, 1988).

An implicit assumption, however, of these studies seems to be that the

market share differential gained by first-movers would translate into

financial performance differentials as well (Robinson and Fornell, 1985).

Since theoretical and empirical evidence on the risk effects of entry

strategy is less clear, we do not propose nor test the effects of the order

of entry on risk levels of a service firm. Thus:

H9a. The financial performance of a service firm should be inversely

related to its order of entry.

H9b. The market performance of a service firm should be inversely related

to its order of entry.
,

Market share effect. The market share-profitability relationship has been

extensively studied in the marketing literature. A recent meta-analysis of

both PIMS-based and nonPIMS-based studies found that the average market

share elasticity with respect to profits was significant and positive

(Szymanski et. al . , 1993). Both efficiency theory (Buzzell and Gale, 1987;

Day and Montgomery, 1983) and market power theory (Martin, 1988; Schroeter,

1988) support this positive relationship. A high market share is beneficial

due to (1) experience curve effects, (2) scale effects, (3) scope effects,

(4) ability to extract concessions from channel members, and (5) setting

prices rather than being a price taker.

In the services (e.g. retailing) context, the relationship takes on

particular significance because of the emphasis placed on market share and
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sales volume during the 1980s. In retailing, market share has been found to

be positively related to profitability (Schoeffler, 1987). However, an

emphasis on growth rate or market share size is a strategically sound

strategy only if the market share structure exhibits some degree of

stability; i.e. low variance in the market share structure (Finn, 1987). A

high variance or instability of market shares suggest that service firms

may be pursuing market share strategies, for the sake of market share gam,

rather than for any strategic goals, thus leading to pyrrhic market share

battles.
, _

High market shares are expected to have a negative relationship with firm

risk levels. Large share firms may be better able to mitigate the impact of

adverse events (Saloman and Siegfried, 1977; Sullivan, 1978; Woo 1987).

Industrial orgariization economics suggess that finns with market power may

also be able to pass on their risk to consumers through price adjustments

(Mover and Chatfield, 1983), and monopoly power may provide firms with more

attractive opportunities and enable them to enjoy superior risk return

relationships (Heggestad, 1977). Hence, we propose:

HlOa. The financial performance of a service firm will be positively

related to its relative market share.

HlOb. The risk level of a service firm will be negatively related to its

relative market share.

Number of competitors. Finally, we consider the effects of the number of

competitors on a seice firm's relative market share, so as to provide for a

more complete picture of the key factors affecting service firm

perfonnance. We limit our analysis to the effects of the number of

competitors on market share, and not on financial performance, or risk

levels, because theory and empirical evidence suggest that these latter

effects are indirect, and are better captured by examining market share

effects Oil financial performance and retail risk levels. As the number of

firms in the market go up, the likely proportionate share of each firm goes

down (Porter, 1980) . Thus,

Hll. The market share of a service firm will be negatively related to its

number of competitors.

Table I provides a summary of the hypothesized relationships between the

independent variables and the three dependent variables. (Table I omitted)

The Appendix describes the PIMS database and the methodology used in this

study.

RESULTS

Prescott, Kohli, and Venkatraman (1986) argue that the relationship between

market share and profitability is context specific, and that an uncritical

pooling of data across heterogeneous samples will lead to misleading

conclusions because the relationships between variables are often specific

to industry groups, business types, etc. Although their interest was on the

competitive environment of the business, their arguments could be extended

to the choice of sample; i.e. services versus goods. A number of research

studies have supported the contingent role that industry/business type has

on the relationship between independent and dependent variables (Buzzell

and Gale, 1987; Churchill et al., 1985; Robinson, 1988; Robinson and

Fornell, 1985) . In line with these contentions and empirical findings, this

study attempts to specifically examine the role of key strategic variables

on performance and risk in service industries. All the models ; achieved

overall statistical significance. The support offered for each of the

hypotheses is discussed in turn. Hypotheses one to four address the

relationship between organizational variables and the measures of

performance and risk. Vertical integration was related to both relative

market share and financial performance. Vertical integration was not

related to risk. In the case of both financial and market peormance, while

forward integration was statistically significant, backward integration was
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not Hypothesis two states that service quality would be positively related

to revive market share and financial performance, and negatively related

Ir, rtll of the firm. Statistical support was found for service quality

qa relaSonship to variation in performance (or risk) ,
but not for

service quality's relationship with the two measures of performance

Service ?mage was found to be positively related to market share and

natively to risk. Thus support was found for hypotheses 3b and 3c, but

no? for 3a. Hypothesis four dealt with the relationship between shared

customers and firm performance and risk. A shared customer based was

posSveJy related to both market share and financial performance. Thus

support was found for hypotheses 4a and 4b, but not 4c.

wvnntheses five to eiqht dealt with the relationship between marketing mix

valines ani tne dependent variables. Both advertising and sales force

ixpeSitures had, as posited, a negative impact on financial P«J°;j»<^
However, promotional expenditure had a positive iraPa^ (not significant^ on

financial performance rather than m the hypothesized direction These

marketing mix variables did not have a statistically significant

zSaUoShip either with market share or with risk. However except for

promotional expenditure in the case of relative

relationship of the other independent variable with relative market

share :and all three variables with risk were in the posited direction.

As posited, relative price was negatively related to risk Although not

statistically significant, relative price had a negative relationship with

d RMS. Product line breadth had, as posited, a negative impact

on financial performance, but was not related to market share (as

hypothesized}.
P
£tomisatlon was positively related to relative market

store (not as hypothesized), and not related to risk and financial

performance

.

Hypotheses nine to 11 focus on the relationship between competitive factors

and performance. Two surprising findings were:

(1) order of entry not being related to market share; and

(2) relative market share being positively related to risk.

in line with most prior research findings, market share was positively

related to financial performance. As the number of competitors go up it has

a negative impact on market share, thus providing support for Hll.

Overall, the models described a reasonable amount of variance in the

dependent variables. The risk model has the least variance explained with a

r sup 2 of 0.33. The results are reported in Table II. (Table II omitted)

The degression analyses did not suffer from multicollinearity with the

highest variance inflation factor in all the models being 5.89, as opposed

to a critical value of 10 sup 86 .

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Our empirical results using the PIMS database suggest the following major

findings with respect to the three major dimensions of performance. One of

tne overaS findings of the study is that firms should look at market

financial, and risk performance along the dimensions specified m this

studv because strategic variables affect each of these dimensions

Len
™ pointed^ut in these five major findings. We first outline

the eight broad findings and implications and then elaborate on them.

(1) Forward integration increases market share and has a significant and

positive impact on financial performance.

(2) On the other hand, backward integration strategies do not seem to

affect a firm's market or financial performance per se.
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(3) Interestingly, service quality did not have a direct effect on a

service provider's financial or market results, but it did lower a firm's

strategic or business risk.

(4) A firm's reputation and seice image not only increases market share but

also lowers business risk. Therefore, it appears that while managerial

perceptions of service quality may impact on actual service quality, this

study shows that it is the firm's reputation and perceptions of service

image that ultimately drive performance.

(5) synergy of business operations and marketing activities increases

market share, improves financial performance, and lowers business risks.

(6) High market shares appear to be double-edged swords according to the

results of this study. On one hand, high shares improve the financial

position of a firm, but, they also increase its risk levels.

(7) in contrast to conventional wisdom, customizing services actually

increases market share.

(8) Sales promotions appear to have a positive effect on a fir^s risk

levels, in contrast, advertising has a negative effect on profitability but

it has a positive effect on relative market share and it also lowers a

firm's risk level.

We elaborate on the implications of these points from research and

managerial perspectives next. Marketing academicians have stressed the need

for research in the marketing discipline to focus on synergy and test

propositions that firms which utilize synergy in their marketing programs

will perform better than those firms which do not (Jain, 1983; Wind and

Robertson, 1983). This study partially supported this contention The

notion of relationship marketing in service industries could be related to

this issue (Berry, 1986; Gummesson, 1987) . If it pays to share customers

across business units then service providers that do develop excellent

relationships can utilize the opportunity to diversify into related areas.

Although the services literature has strongly emphasized the importance of

service quality in influencing customer satisfaction, this study did not

find any significant impact on firm performance. However, service quality

seed the purpose of reducing firm risk. This finding could have interesting

implications for firms in declining and recessionary markets. Given the

distinctive nature of services, the image of the service becomes a key

strategic variable. As suggested in the literature, service image appears

to help in reducing uncertainty and aiding consumers in their

decision-making process. In other words, although it did not ^fluence

profitability, it had a positive impact on market share and was a risk

reducer. If one views service image as encompassing physical evidence then

this finding provides support for one of the three Ps (of the expanded

marketing mix for services) suggested by Booms and Bitner (Booms and

Bitner, 1981)

.

Some counter-intuitive findings need discussion. In contrast to our

hypothesis, sales promotion has a positive impact on
.

profitability.

Although there is a stream of literature that argues about the dangers of

sales promotion, there are some that seem to think otherwise (Varadaranan,

1986) This study seems to be supporting the latter researcher's arguments.

Furthermore, as suggested in the theory section, promotions may be

relatively more important in experience products such as services. In many

situations, promotions do provide a way to reduce the risk of trial and

thus seems to be a success producer for service firms (Varadara 3 an, 1985)

.

Expenditures in advertising and the sales force, and having a broad product

line, negatively influences profitability. Although having a high relative

market share influences financial performance positively, it appears to

increase the variance in returns. Thus, depending on the objective of a

firm, having a high market share could help or hurt its objective.
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Again in contrast to our hypotheses, order of entry was not statistically

related to market share. No prior study had found support for an inverse

relationship between order of entry and performance, although it is logical

to argue that pioneering advantages would translate into financial

performance advantages too. In service industries it appears that it does

pay to pioneer markets. Customization being positively related to market

share goes against our hypothesis. However, as suggested earlier, recent

trends seem to support such a finding. Smaller speciality stores and

breakthrough retailers have drastically cut into the markets of big

merchandisers such as Sears. Many of them are in a position to use superior

service and product knowledge to attract customers willing to pay higher

prices (Schlesinger and Heskett, 1991) . Finally, relative market share being

positively related to risk suggests that the risk reduction benefits of

market share could not be supported. Woo found similar results in turbulent

markets, whereas in competitive and stable markets, market share had a

favorable impact (Woo, 1987). Since no attempt was made to measure the

relative stability of the services market, we are not in a position to

confirm Woo 1 s findings, although future research could be directed to

explore it in greater depth.

Although this study examined the role of strategic factors on service firm

performance, it can be considered at best exploratory in nature. More in

depth studies are needed. Even this study pooled consumer and industrial

services (the database did not allow us to separate the two), and, in

future, studies that separate not only these two sectors, but also do not

assume that the service sector is homogeneous (controls for service

industry characteristics are required) are needed. Further, a limited set

of independent variables were examined in this study. Also, while the

dependent variables used in this study were richer and more multi-faceted

than commonly used, alternate dependent variables should be considered m
future research. For example, the risk variable used in this study is

financial in nature. Other risk variables could include business risk or

strategic risk, i.e. the effects of the strategic variables on the

strategic viability and competitive position of a service firm.

Additionally, more complex models that not only introduce interaction

terms, but also look at non-linear as well as multi-stage models are called

for (Robinson and Fornell, 1985) . Assuming simple linear relationships may

be too simplistic in many cases, where the relationships could be a lot

more complex.

Shared resources appear to play an important role in service industries,

this study examined only one of the resources; others such as channels of

distribution or sales force may need study also. People play a major role

in service industries, and this study did not examine the role of

implementation in the process. Studies that incorporate implementation

variables could play important roles in explaining variations in

performance and risk. Finally, this study examined only average

performance, rather than the range of performance. Research that examines

the key differences between successful and unsuccessful service firms

appars to be a fruitful direction to take.

NOTES

1. Unless otherwise stated throughout the article, we use the terms

financial performance, profits, profitability, and return on investment

(ROD interchangeably. Likewise, competitive performance, market

performance, market share and relative market share (RMS) are used

interchangeably

.

2. However, McDonald's has recently faced tremendous pressure, with sales

and operating income falling. See Schlesinger and Heskett (1991) for an

excellent critique of the assembly-line approach, and Therrien (1991) for

an illustration.
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3. In fact, Schlesinger and Heskett (1991) argue that these things are

happening at McDonald 1 s.
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APPENDIX: METHODOLOGY

SAMPLE

The PIMS (Profit Impact of Market Strategy) database was utilized in this

study. The database contains information on marketing strategy, and market

place data on thousands of strategic business units. Recent empirical

research in strategy has suggested that analysis at the business unit level

is the most useful unit of analysis, as it explains the most variance in

performance (Rumelt, 1973). Although some question the external validity of

the database since it consists entirely of Fortune 500 firms, Marshall and

Buzzell (1990) found remarkably similar results when the PIMS and FTC line

of business data were used to estimate their profitability model. Although

the database is not without limitation (Anderson and Paine, 1978;

Parasuraman and Varadarajan, 1988; Phillips et al., 1983; Ramanujam and

Venkatraman, 1984), the database has the information necessary to test the

hypotheses developed. We used the SPI 4 database (i.e. four-year averaged

data) thereby smoothing out any abnormal fluctuations in the data. The

database contained 81 business units in the services (both industrial and

consumer) industry.

DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Before examining the empirical results of the study, a critical discussion

of the dependent variable (performance) is warranted. Keeping with the

recommendations of several researchers this study employed two broad

categories of dependent variables, (1) Return measures and (2) Risk

measures. Finn (1987) recently expounded on the implications of the

economic, managerial and the financial perspectives on assessing

attractiveness of retail markets. Hence, we adopt mulfiple criteria of

perfonnance, namely size, rate of return and sensitivity of rate of return.

Return on investment (ROI) and relative market share (RMS) of the service

firm were used as one set of measures. The first measure, ROI, is a popular

accounting ratio and is commonly used in business analyses. Relative market

share is a commonly used measure of perfonnance in marketing strategy and

is generally thought to capture the market situation better when

cross-sectional data is pooled across industries (Varadarajan and Dillon,

1982) . Since the services data in the PIMS database consists of both

consumer and industrial services and it is not possible to separate the

two, relative market share is a more appropriate measure. Furthermore, a

desirable feature of the relative market share measure is its ability to

capture more comprehensively the scale and bargaining effects associated

wjth a business f s relative size in its served market (Buzzell and Gale,

1987) .

Risk has been ordinarily recognized as the variation in level of return

(Bowman, 1982; Bowman, 1980; Jemison, 1987). Risk was measured as ROI

variation — the sum of the absolute deviations around the average eturn on

investment over the time period incorporated in this study. Though an

internal accounting measure of risk was used, several researchers have

demonstrated that internal accounting measures of risk are good substitutes

for external securities-market measures of risk (Beaver et al . , 1970;

Beaver and Manegold, 1975)

.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Operational definitions of the predictor variables are available from the

PIMS database manual as well as Buzzell and Gale (1987). A key point needs

to be noted. Relative measures are used for promotions, advertising,

quality, product line breadth and vertical integration to capture the fact



that relative rather than absolute levels of these variables likely play a

more important role in people f s buying decisions (Petroshius and Monroe,
(1987) .
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Business Wire
Dec 4, 2001

SilverStream Software Introduces jBroker TM for Distributed

Transactions in Enterprise Java Applications.

Author/s:

Business/Technology Editors

BILLERICA, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Dec. Infill;

Provides A Powerful Implementation of the Java Transaction Service

as Required by J2EE 1.3

SilverStream Software, Inc. (Nasdaq: SSSW) today announced the

availability of jBroker(R) TM 1.0, the newest member of the jBroker

product suite of enterprise class Java and XML based middleware

products. jBroker TM (transaction manager) is the distributed

transactions component of the jBroker platform, providing a solution

that addresses the Java Transaction Service (JTS) requirement of the

latest release of the J2EE specification v. 1.3.

Like all of SilverStream's jBroker products, jBroker TM is 100%
Java-based and open, so it can be flexibly deployed to any Java

development environment. A new component of the SilverStream

eXtend(TM) Application Server, jBroker TM is also available separately

for ISVs and OEMs that require a J2EE 1.3 compatible distributed

transaction middleware solution. JTS specifies the implementation of

a transaction manager, which supports the Java Transaction API (JTA)

specification at the API level and implements the Java mapping of the

Object Transaction Service (OTS) specification below the API. A JTS

transaction manager provides the services and management functions

required to support transactional demarcation and resource

management, synchronization, and propagation of information

specific to a particular transaction instance.

"jBroker TM provides enterprise-class distributed transaction

capabilities to the SilverStream extend integrated services

environment and enables the development of sophisticated

applications with heavy transaction processing requirements," said

Rohit Garg, vice president of Java Technologies for SilverStream

Software.

In addition to providing a powerful JTS implementation, this initial

release of jBroker TM includes the following comprehensive set of

features:
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- support for multiple^source types - OTS, XA, and 1-phase

-- 2 -phase commits with presumed rollback

-- Single resource and last resource optimizations

-- Interposition of inherited transactions

-- in-process and Out-of -process (for pure clients)

- support for Oracle and Cloudscape JDBC XA drivers

- Visual monitoring provided by the jBroker Console (see related jBroker

announcement issued December 4, 2001)

Pricing and Availability

SilverStream's jBroker TM and the complete jBroker suite

of enterprise class Java and XML based Middleware

products are available for download at

http://software.silverstream.com, The evaluation version

of jBroker TM is provided free of charge. For

organizations interested in licensing jBroker products for

commercial distribution please call 978-262-3001, or

email silvernet@silverstream.com for more information.

About SilverStream Software, Inc.

SilverStream Software, Inc. (Nasdaq: SSSW) provides

the first comprehensive integrated services environment

to simplify and accelerate the development of

sophisticated business applications. SilverStream's

proven technology is based on the best of Java, XML,

and Web Services, and enables businesses to unlock the

potential of existing systems and rapidly deliver business

applications to the Web. SilverStream powers business

operations for more than 1,500 customers worldwide

including Amerisure Insurance, Home Depot, the Chicago

Stock Exchange, Samsung Electronics, Sears and US

Cellular. SilverStream's worldwide partner network

includes system integrators, independent software

vendors, application service providers and other strategic

partners such as Cap Gemini Ernst & Young, Compaq,

Deloitte & Touche, Hewlett Packard, IBM, Intel, Mercury

Interactive, Microsoft, Oracle and Sun Microsystems.

SilverStream Software is headquartered in Billerica, Mass. with offices

throughout the world. For more information, please visit

http://www.silverstream.com.

SilverStream and jBroker are registered trademarks and SilverStream

extend is a trademark of SilverStream Software, Inc. All other names

are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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"

]Banc One Corp.'s acquisition of First USA Inc. may prod mergers among the

three other rivals in the credit-card industry.

]Two weeks ago, Banc One formally announced its plans to acquire monoline

bank First USA the fourth-largest issuer in the nation with $22.4 billion

in managed credit-card receivables. ^
] Besides joining two major players in the industry, the merger will produce

the nation's third-largest card operation, with 32 million cardholders and

managed receivables of $35 billion.

]With the exit of First USA from the stand-alone fray, many m the market

are asking whether the remaining three issuers are ripe for the picking as

well. . ,

]The answer to that question remains unclear. Some sources said the

marriage of First USA and Banc One makes perfect sense, as each has traits

the other desires.
]But will it make sense for MBNA America Bank, Advanta Corp. and Capital

One Financial Corp.? Analysts noted that each of these stand-alone

credit-card banks has looked beyond credit cards as a source of future

growth, particularly as the hot credit card market shows signs of cooling.

]But despite run-ups in the stocks of the three monolines, no one for sure

knows if the First USA/Banc One merger is the start of larger trend.

] While not expressly denying that a merger was possible, Advanta "believes

pretty strongly in the business and are continuing to grow it," said Janet

Point, vice president of investor relations, adding that the chairman owns

28% of the company.
]One thing is clear, however: Each bank is at a juncture as far as its

credit-card business is concerned, sources said. Lenders are realizing the

fat profits linked with a traditional credit-card operation aren't what

they used to be.
, .

] Capital One, for instance, is looking to leverage its information database

to find other areas in which the same technology could be used to market

products that are both financial and nonfinancial

.

]Advanta already has its product base as well, offering home equity and

auto loans and diversifying its credit-card operation with co-branded

cards, including one with American Express.

1 MBNA, the largest of the monolines, is bolstering its heavy reliance on

affinity cards with a platinum card that could help keep attrition rates

]"»Each is tackling [change] differently," a researcher said. "Some develop

other products, while others go into insurance or closed-end loans or look

at autos and home equity loans .

"

]But beyond that, the credit-card industry overall is bracing itself for

change. One analyst called last week's merger part of a trend in which

troubled credit-card shops join more successful ones.

]As early as 1995, the market saw Norwest Bank, Comerica and Mellon Bank

sell their credit-card portfolios to stronger shops. Barnett Bank sold to

Household Bank its noncore portfolio and also ceded management of its core

portfolio to Household.
] "Expect that trend to continue, then you'll see competition between

[credit-card banks] ratchet up again," the analyst said.

] "A lot of people thought that with credit scoring it would be nice and

easy to emulate the monoline companies," one credit card banker said.
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"Losses were in the stra^lphere. You'll see more consolij^ion .

"

]Then there's the merger^uestion . One source quite familiar with the

monolines said some are more ripe than others.
] "There are a number of banks looking at portfolio acquisitions," the

source said. "They are national banks, but [they] have credit-card

portfolios that have not performed well."

]If nothing else, the merger provides an alternative way for stock analysts

to value the monoline issuers, Advanta's Point said.

]For Banc One, the deal will vault the company into the upper echelon of

U.S. banks and bolster its reputation in both the credit-card industry and

asset-backed securities market.
]"From a credit-card perspective, it's a great strategic move," said Beth

Starr, senior vice president at Lehman Brothers.

] First USA hopes to use the alliance to broaden its range of financial

services, something it had been planning to do even before the merger. "We

were already moving in that direction," said Jeff Uncle, First USA's vice

president of investor relations.
]The general consensus on Wall Street last week was that the merger will be

a win-win situation for the two companies.]
]The agreement calls for First USA shareholders to receive 1.1659 shares of

Banc One stock for each First USA share, a deal valued at $7.3 billion. The

transaction is scheduled for completion on May 31, Banc One said.

] Under the arrangement, First USA chairman and chief executive officer

Richard Vague will retain his title and report jointly to John McCoy,

chairman and CEO of Banc One, and Richard Lehmann, Banc One's president and

chief operating officer. First USA will continue to operate under its

current name.
]ln terms of its position in the ABS market, the merger could not have come

at a better time for Banc One. ]

]Just two weeks ago, the bank reported negative excess spread for December

after chargeoffs jumped to 9.34%, which prompted Moody's Investors Service

to put nine of its 10 outstanding transactions on review for possible

downgrade

.

]But given First USA's track record as a sound underwriter, market

participants said the merger would significantly improve Banc One's

reputation in the ABS market.
]"You get a sense that First USA does a better job of originating and

servicing their receivables," Starr said. Such traits are common for the

monolines, because credit cards "is all they do," she added.

] After the merger, First USA will take full responsibility for both its

existing portfolio and Banc One's $12.6 billion pool of receivables, Uncle

said.
]One thing ABS officials said they hope will change after the merger is

Banc One's lack of openness about its outstanding transactions, which

played a major role in Moody's decision. - Adam Reinebach/Jay Sherman/Chris

O' Leary
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i» how to access tAinformation and how to use it.BJ

?n 1 e relations termfFthe customer database should, m theory, be a

resound, success. People generally respond well on realising the staff

S SnL^;nTro^%orthe
1
?iigerbI^

1

s&h..s -Wf
t or Barclays has

iTtS^^^^r-s? sss < si*^ can »rin7together all of the branch managers and go through the

cjvstem Biaaer banks have far more work to do.

+-v^f nutsourcino the processing requirements, staff can learn a new

lethod
Y
of banSng withou? having to worry about new technology at the same

time.

ESTERS, had problems cording the same degree of cust

lovaltv and trust that some major retail groups can. While banks go to

SatEfforts to attract new customers, they are often accused
J*

taking

existing customers for granted. John Poppleton, marketing director of the

Oxford Itreet Association and formerly Marks and Spencer contrasted the

2lr2,fu! Mtailer's philosophy of customer care and quality control with

;S
C
e "ncoipeJence and Jn.en.iSiW displayed by the banks. Opening hours

are inconvenient, communications with customers are often poor
.

The banks

have lost the personal relationship with customers, which they are now

Tn Sure* tnfdissaSfle^ctstomer will be able to turn to new providers

of" nnanclafservices - retailers. In the US, Sears is now generating more

income from financial services than from its "^S"^" '^ B

to
crucial to the retailers' move into finance *£

n
^«" tn^^tend

use technology to keep the customer at arm's length (eg ATMs and

automated branches), retailers are far more expert m using IT to get

be tLt SinanciaJ products hold no intrinsic attraction to the consumer,

SrJS'n.rSgSIgnLS So^.S°Sat are expected to reach Europe during

-
h
coSumers'

S

expectations of banks are defined by the performance of

leadinlTretailers. Customers would like the banks to act more like

"there", customer demand for more self-service banking.
P 4 r -i-i v

Seafirst Bank of Seattle has tackled these issues in several ways. Firstly,

it has extended branch opening hours, ^.ddatxon i now has 37 in store

branches, mostly in supermarkets. Secondly, it has orrerea a y
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if you spend more than sjfcnutes queuing in the bank, you^t dollars 5

back. But the main strati?? has been to get people to use self-service (and

therefore low cost) delivery mechanisms. There is a free self-service

cheque account with unlimited use of ATMs and a 24 hour telephone line.

However, there is a charge to talk to tellers or ring up about routine

transactions. So there is a price incentive for the customers to use the

self-service delivery mechanisms. -^i,,,^
New installations planned by the bank, for non-bank locations will include

a telephone booth where customers can study product information and

telephone the bank, an ATM, and an interactive video terminal.
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Legal action

Derivatives-and numerous other financial instruments-are increasingly in

the spotlight in courtrooms. Corporate managers are, for instance, being

sued by shareholders for losing money on derivative transactions. These

same companies are as likely as not to have already been using the courts

to sue the banks that delivered the instruments. At the same time,

onlookers can't help but be amazed to hear that still others are being

sued for failing to hedge at all. Box 1.2 provides a synopsis of some of

the more intriguing cases.

The legal waters in which derivatives actually lie are decidedly muddied.

On the one hand, many lawyers-particularly in-house counsel at

derivatives dealers-cling to the notion that swaps and other derivatives

are not true securities. As such, dealers are not legally encumbered by

the numerous duty and conduct requirements of the Securities Exchange Act

of 1934. Speaking off the record, a spokesman for a major US law firm

explains, "Once a dealer has established that the person on the other end

of the phone is a legitimate representative of the counterparty with

dealing authority, all obligations are satisfied." Essentially, "from

there on, it's 'let the buyer beware. 1 " A spokesman from a second law

firm agrees, stating that if the courts were to now say otherwise, "that

would be a significant about-face from the statutes."

But in fact, the case is not so open and shut. As Mr Breeden explains,

it's true, "no court of law has ever ruled so, but the SEC has always

maintained that certain derivatives are securities," and consequently

subject to the provisions of the 1934 law. To date, no derivatives case

has resulted in a definitive court ruling on their legal nature. Most

cases are either still undecided or have wound up in some form of out-of-

court settlement. But as Mr Breeden strongly advises, "It would be a huge

mistake to believe otherwise: The SEC has said these are securities, and

until a court rules to the contrary, you could be taking your chances."

(As for the culpability of corporate managers who either fail to hedge or

who do so in an incompetent manner, that also remains to be legally

determined.

)

Regardless of the murky legal determination, recent "disasters" (such as

the Orange County, California losses), recent settlements (such as the

Gibson Greetings/Bankers Trust case) and related market forces are

guiding the derivatives industry to work proactively with regulators to

adopt its own "code of conduct". Clearly, these developments amount to at

least a de facto acknowledgment by the industry that derivatives are akin

to securities and should therefore be subject to more rigorous trading

rules. Indeed, after so many highly publicised trading debacles, the

industry needs to move in this area if only for purposes of public

relations

.

As much as the still evolving code attempts to provide protections, it



raises myriad new questiA on liability. Perhaps the mos^mportant

question is how far a marketer of derivatives must go in qualifying the

needs and abilities of his customer? Dealers and end-users of derivatives

alike will need to develop practical responses to such complex and highly

inter-related issues as the following:
* Suitability. With securities, dealers are required-unequivocally-to

determine the suitability of a particular instrument relative to a

customer's objectives. If derivatives are securities, best efforts to

determine suitability will not provide an adequate defence, says Mr

Breeden. "Depending upon who the parties to a transaction are, the

transaction is either suitable or unsuitable. There is no middle ground.

Consequently, dealer obligations in this area are, in a worst-case

scenario for the industry, boundless.

Capability is a key facet of suitability. For a securities transaction,

it is incumbent on the dealer to make certain the customer understands

the product and has the tools needed to manage the position. Where

knowledge is lacking, the bank or other dealer should either move on or

try to better educate the client. But how far must a dealer go in terms

of ascertaining a customer's capabilities? Are best efforts adequate?

Moreover, what is a dealer to do when the customer is unco-operative? As

Paul Atkins, executive partner of the International Financial Services

Group at C&L L.L.P., explains, "Not all companies want to come out and

tell you their capabilities. The more sophisticated counterparties don t

want you to know how they evaluate prices; they don't want you to know

their strategies; they just want to transact."
* Disclosure. Recent cases have alleged that dealers did not disclose the

true risks of various transactions. Going forward, banks will need to be

very thorough in their disclosures, especially with customised products.

But practically speaking, "How many pages of disclosure do you need?

asks Mr Breeden. "One sheet, a few pages, a whole book? What stress

testing-one basis point, 100 basis points, a thousand basis points? In

this vein, Mr Breeden advises firms to err on the side of caution: At

least with some customers, the less you say, the greater the dealer s

risk of subsequent charges of inadequate or misleading disclosure. Above

all else, says Mr Breeden, "you must never, ever lie to the customer. Be

an open book, and everything you say must be totally, wholly, utterly

truthful.

"

Determining suitability, capability and an appropriate level of

disclosure simultaneously is a tall order. The endeavour is at once

highly subjective and time consuming. Still, it is essential, and dealers

are developing varied responses. For example, the managing director of a

major US investment bank says that his group has created five categories

of customers. For each grouping, the bank has defined a specific set of

permissible transactions. While he would not reveal the specific

qroupings, he explains that the criteria include both objective and

subjective assessments. Derivative bankers from JP Morgan have recently

moved to improve disclosure and upgrade their clients' skills. The bank

now routinely provides its clients with software and an extensive

database of volatilities so that customers will be able to more easily

value their positions.

However dealers respond, Mr Breeden recommends that to minimise potential

problems policies should be implemented uniformly with all customers: No

matter who the end-user is on the other side of the transaction, they

need to obtain the same level of disclosure." The ideal, Mr Breeden half

muses, "would be to download to them a program that not only simulates

anything from a 1-lm basis-point movement, but also forces them to sit

and watch through five scenarios". Even with this ideal, however, there

are still risks. For example, says Mr Breeden, "You'd still have to make

sure no one forgets to send the program.

"

Better accounting



Markets require complete^ormation to operate at their Mt efficient

level. It is in this key^rea of disclosure that three critical

initiatives are already under way:

(1) FAS No. 119. The first of these is the drive towards greater

disclosure. Users of derivatives have long resisted such "intrusions" for

vaSSs reasons, including the need for competitive confidentiality,

however S£ Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) recently issued

lis nil standard No. 119, which mandates a higher level of disclosure

virtually across the board. In particular, the standard encourages

companies to provide a detailed qualitative description of the"
derivative policies, strategies and controls. The majority of maD or

complnielcontacted by the EIU say they will be offering this information

in their 1994 annual reports.

Although FAS No. 119 is a substantial improvement, the SEC is still not

happy with the new standard. According to Mr Breeden, the rules have

still left too many categories of instruments outside of the disclosure

net for regulators to be comfortable . For example, certain hybrid

iecuritiS «e exempt from the rule, a condition that could be deadly for

an investor "You might have a security that when you look at it says,

^mThar^iess CD certificate of deposit'," says Mr Breeden. "But when

you read it, it looks more like a potential serious loss of principal.

?he problem with FAS No. 119 is that it still exempts the things that

most investors want to know most."

(2) The exposure draft on hedge accounting. The FASB is also Pushing

forward with its plans to standardise the rules for obtaining hedge

accounting. Hedge accounting is the ability to offset the gains or losses

or Her^tive contract with the gains or losses on an underlying

"hedaed" item, thereby reducing earnings volatility. The rules are

cuSSly quTU fragmented, but at their October 26, 1994 meeting, the

group Sided to ad^t a relatively simple set of standards that will

reauire a derivatives user who is involved in hedging to be able to

o^a^ hedge accounting in the majority of situations. The trade-off is

,11 derivatives will now go "on-balance sheet". This latter change

Ts l crama'c denture for a set of instruments that have long enjoyed

the status of being "off-balance-sheet" items.

The FASB will issue an exposure draft on these new rules in the first

barter of 1995. Users will then be able to comment and influence the

Recess before final regulations are drafted some time during the summer

of 1995 and the new standard emerges in the autumn. (For more on

accounting, see Chapter 2 .

)
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Advent international's track record of bringing portfolio companies to

the public markets was highlighted earlier this year when a report^
VentureOne Corp, placed it at the head of the IPO rankings for the private

equity industry worldwide in 1996, with 24 of its investees achieving

flotations. But trade sales remain the mainstay of the European exit

market, and earlier this year, Advent International also scored a notable

success on this front, with the sale of a 1995 Dutch buyout, Colofon to

Reed Elsevier. Although a trade sale was the expected exit route for this

transaction, this disposal, which resulted in an IRR to the institutions

well in excess of 100% per annum and made management 12 times their

original investment, took place much earlier than backers or management

°r

A
g
nu^ber" Q^other^eatures also make the story of this buyout from start

to finish worthy of closer examination. The deal originated not for any

strategic reason, but as a result of the sudden death of Colofon' s founder,

in addition, the price paid for the company, DFl 97 million, was

considerably higher than the DFl 7 0 million price tag management and its

advisors had originally expected. Furthermore, following the buyout, the

group found itself unable to achieve one of its prime objectives. Finally,

as John Singer of Advent International readily admits, the deal process

itself "provides object lessons in how not to negotiate a buyout .

Nevertheless, Colofon was a highly satisfactory deal for management,

backers and its ultimate purchaser, and as such also provides object

i essons on how to add value while meeting management expectations
.
And, as

a deal led by an Anglo-Saxon investor in the Dutch market, it also provides

an example of how to maintain a good reputation for venture capital even in

the context of a relatively rapid exit. Lastly, the successful outcome

shows that Anglo-Saxon style buyouts can be executed successfully in

Continental Europe.
The Company ,

Colofon was created in the mid-80s by Gerlof de Jager, the son of a

printer, who acquired a series of old-established family run Dutch printing

businesses. The three main acquisitions made by de Jager were Delwel, which

was 100 years old, 75-year-old Vuga, and De Tijdstroom. De Jager himself

was not directly involved in the day-to-day operation of Colofon, instead

delegating operational responsibility to Arre Fockema-Andreae, managing

director of Vuga, the first large acquisiti, on who built up a strong

management team as the Colofon group expanded.

Colofon was therefore effectively a new holding company for

old-established publishing names, and the company pursued an acquisition

strategy of buying titles or creating joint ventures within these houses.

Unlike other major Dutch publishing groups such as its eventual acquirer.

Reed Elsevier, or Wolters Kluwer, Colofon housed its acquired titles and

joint ventures within satellite companies, which retained a high degree of

autonomy at board level, rather than incorporating them at group level.

This strategy was attractive to potential targets and made their

integration smoother, since personnel coming into Colofon felt they were

joining another family company rather than an anonymous group. John Singer

cites this as one of the keys to Colofon 's success, since it enabled the

company to combine the strengths of a large group with the benefits of
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small independent oper^^ig units. —
,

As it pursued its expansion strategy, Colofon grew strongly in terms both

of sales and EBIT, achieving pretax profits of DF1 11.75 million on sales

of DF1 55.8 million in 1993/4.

Tragedy Strikes
As previously mentioned, Gerlof de Jager did not play an active role in

the day-to-day management of the Colofon businesses; he had also recently

moved to Belgium as a tax exile. However, it was his practice to drop m
once a week or so for a discussion with Arre Fockema-Andreae and the rest

of the management team, which he usually followed up with a round of golf.

This was a routine which he followed for the last time in May 1994 when,

tragically, the 46-year-old entrepreneur collapsed and died mid-game.

As a result, Colofon was put up for sale by the trust department of

MeesPierson, the administrators of the de Jager estate: ironically de

Jager 1 s decision to move to Belgium proved to have been a catastrophic

mistake for his heirs: since he had not survived for four years after the

move, the estate was liable to CGT tax at 80%.

Since the individual within MeesPierson 1 s trust department dealing with

the de Jager estate had never handled a company disposal before,

responsibility for the sale was passed on to the bank's corporate finance

arm. And, at this stage, June 1994, two parallel auction processes were

initiated. Firstly, MeesPierson was seeking a buyer for Colofon. Secondly,

management, anxious for Colofon to retain its status as an independent

company, was seeking a backer for its own bid for the business.

Management chose Guus Landheer of KPMG, a man of tenacity and energy, as

its advisor. His first move was to write to forty-five domestic and

foreign venture firms, including Advent International. John Singer began to

work on a deal proposal, believing, as he was told, that Advent

International was one of a small, handpicked group; he says he is now happy

he did not know at the time that so many other firms had been approached.

KPMG's scattergun tactics are easier to understand in the light of the fact

that the Colofon bid was the first buyout this particular team had

handled-a factor which was to have a considerable influence on the

negotiation process.
However, believing itself to be one of a small and select group of

suitable backers selected by KPMG, Advent International submitted a

proposal and was one of the groups chosen to meet with management.

Advent International offered several advantages as a backer: since at

this stage management did not know how high bidding for Colofon was likely

to go, they needed an advisor with deep pockets: this ruled out most local

capital sources, since the Netherlands' domestic venture capital market was

well adapted to medium-sized buyouts and expansion capital 'fundings-and, of

course, early-stage deals-but less geared towards larger buyouts, which

have tended to be the province primarily of international private equity

groups.
A further advantage was that John Singer and Geoffrey Snopland, the

executives working on the proposal, had both spent time running publishing

businesses and therefore had a good understanding of a group such as

Colofon which, while very commercial on one side still retained a strong

family-owned, even idiosyncratic, culture within its individual operating

units. n . _ _ . _

These two factors, John Singer believes, were instrumental in the Colofon

management team's eventual choice of Advent International as backer.

Advent International's practice, when working on a transaction in a

country where it has no local office, is to bring a local partner on board:

in this instance, PARNIB, the private equity arm owned by, but independent

of, De Nationale Investeringsbank, was chosen, a partnership which,

happily, turned out to be "a meeting of minds" according to Advent

International. The selection was also strongly championed by KPMG, who were

very keen to work with PARNIB, given the group's connections and strong

position in its domestic market.
Anatomy of a Publisher
At this stage of its development, Colofon consisted of four main

businesses addressing discrete niche markets, as follows.

Vuga, which had 45 staff, generated around 36% of sales. It concentrated
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on publishing for govej^fcmt and public bodies, local ac^^iistrators,

police, legal interpreters and other groups needing to keep abreast of new

legislation. Vuga produced some 75 loose-leaf titles, together with

magazines and books aimed at a similar audience.

Delwel was of a similar size to Vuga, employing 44 staff and publishing

titles responsible for 36% of turnover. Delwel' s speciality is information

for business professionals and owners; instead of targeting particular

industry sectors, Delwel developed products which cut horizontally through

the business world, aimed at individuals within particular roles, such as

owners, finance directors or sales managers. Information for officers

responsible for worker council relations-an important factor in the Dutch

market-formed a substantial part of its business. Loose-leaf products for

professional development formed the core of Delwel 1 s business, but it also

published magazine and book titles for a similar audience.

Delwel was also the home for Colofon 's new media interests. At the time

of the buyout, John Singer explains, the Dutch market had not shown many

indications of being prepared for new media publishing, and Colofon was

content to wait for a lead from the market rather than working to create a

demand: its principal products in this area were directories of companies

in the Netherlands and one of board members which enabled the user to trace

relationships between businesses.

De Tijdstroom's product range centred on information products for the

welfare, health-care and nursing markets. The De Tijdstroom product range

incorporated a higher proportion of sector-focused glossies as well as

loose-leaf professional information products and an extensive booklist.

This unit, which employed 33 staff, accounted for 18% of turnover.

The fourth Colofon satellite, Lemma, employed 14 staff, publishing books

for intermediate and higher vocational education. Its extensive list of

some 500 book titles accounted for only 8% of group sales.

in addition to these operating businesses, Colofon also owned m-house

printing facilities and its own distribution and loose-leaf fulfilment

side. _

Just over 50% of group sales came from loose-leaf professional

information products, another key factor in Colofon 1 s success because of

the low attrition rates associated with such professional information

sources. Bound books accounted for 21% of turnover at purchase, magazines

24%, new media products such as on-line and CD-ROM publishing 2%, and other

miscellaneous loose-leaf titles for the remaining 2%.

Virtually all Colofon's turnover was generated within its domestic

market: the problem of international expansion for a professional

information publisher is that a whole new structure is required for each

foreign market since little material is internationally relevant. However,

by this stage of its development, Colofon was targeting Belgium as a

potential growth area, and had set up a team to develop this side of the

business. Once again, an untimely death was to cause Colofon to take a

change of direction: Patrick Stoffels, the head of the Belgian team, died

shortly after the buyout and the Belgian development plans were shelved.

This small segment of the business was acquired by its remaining management

team a few months after completion of the main Colofon deal.

Assessment of the Opportunity
Colofon as a group had an 8% share of the domestic professional

information market and a 5% share of the intermediate and higher vocational

education publishing market. At the time of the buyout, the professional

information publishing market was projected to continue to grow at between

6% and 10% per annum in the coming years, while the academic publishing

market was likely to remain relatively static.

Reed Elsevier, VNU and Wolters Kluwer, Colofon's three principal

competitors, together had a 60% share of the overall Dutch publishing

market. Colofon, however, was the largest independent and unlisted market

player, occupying a position in the top three, and often in first place, m
most of its market niches, and benefiting from old brand names and strong

author and user loyalty.
So, Colofon, in the position it had arrived at, was clearly an attractive

proposition. What was less clear was where the group ought to go next, and

how much longer it could expect to maintain its growth rate.
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rAlnfnn had increaseAs EBIT margin from 12% to 19%© the preceding

five" Jears The"^SSRacing both industrial and financial buyers was

whether it would be able to sustain this growth. Advent International's

analysis of performance showed that one third of the increase in sales had

come from acquisitions, but two thirds was due to organic ^°wth .

For a financial buyer, a clear exit route is a prerequisite. °""n
fg

the

negotiation of the buyout, as is Advent International's normal
PJJJJ";

there was protracted discussion with management about exit possibilities,

covering a wide range of scenarios.
, .

Flotation was in management's mind as a desirable option but Advent

international emphasised that this was an unlikely option for a company of

Colofon

'

S size, given its almost exclusive focus on the Netherlands and the

demise of the Dutch parallel market: after discussions, management shared

^investors' understanding that a flotation was not ^^^1^1^
the company's value. However, the backers were certain that Colofon which

intended to continue its expansion through acquisition, as well as through

organic growth, would be a very attractive acguistion target for -ther

domestic or international trade bidders in a few years; time, particularly

if the company succeeded in further enhancing its margins in the wake of

the buyout John Singer's original expectation was that Colofon would be a

three-to- four-year hold.

By^a^fAugus^or^arly September 1994, MeesPierson, with input from

KPMG, had put together a book showing Colofon' s performance up to June

1994: this presented a company which had grown its sales by 21% per annum

and EBIT bv 31% per annum over the previous five years.

From the outse?, management and its backers were aware that they would

face"tS! competition from trade bidders. The industrial buyers lined up

to bid for Colofon included "all the usual suspects" for the Dutch

publishing market: Reed Elsevier, VNU, PCM and Wolters Kluwer, together

with other international groups.

So far, this was a pretty typical scenario for this type of company sale.

In the event, there were several peculiarities about the negotiation

process for this deal which are of interest.
„ ,

Since, in the case of a niche publishing business such as Colofon,

retaining an experienced management team was seen as crucial to a

successful outcome, MeesPierson had agreed to limit the auction to a list

of six acceptable bidders drawn up with management before the sale process

^Thou^th^Netherlands in the mid 1990s was one of the more mature

private equity markets in Continental Europe, it was still not unusual for

the intermediaries to try to conduct the whole negotiation on behalf of

management and the financial buyer-an approach which an Anglo-Saxon

investor, and most vendors, are likely to find frustrating, to ay the

least in this instance, the advisors to the management team did indeed try

to handle the deal directly with the vendor-partly as a matter of

expediency since John Singer was conveniently confined to a hospital bed

with a ruptured disk for three weeks, and partly through preference.

However, the vendor also became less and less comfortable with this

arrangement, since the MeesPierson personnel handling the sale preferred to

deal with principals.
This in itself did not make for smooth progress for the MBO bid. The

difficulties were compounded by the fact that this was the first MBO not

only for the KPMG team but for the management's legal advisors. Through

inexperience, both sets of advisors got hung up on certain non-central

issues and at times adopted a perhaps inappropriately aggressive stance m
dealings with the vendor. Misunderstandings proliferated.

Considerable frustration therefore built up and in December 1995 the

Advent international backed MBO came close to finding itself out of the

rU
£mpa?ient by now with the slow rate of progress, MeesPierson had begun to

press the management team to accept a bidder which was not on the original

list of acceptable buyers, but who was offering 25% over the eventual price

paid for the business. Here, KPMG more than justified its selection by

convincing MeesPierson of "one hundred and one reasons" why this sale would
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be a bad thing for the^Bripany, which was why this bidd^phad not appeared
on the original list, as a result, this proposal was vetoed at an early
stage.

Next, MeesPierson tried to promote another external offer, claiming that
the bidder was offering more than the MBO price, which by this time was
fixed in the region of DF1 100' million. Management was told that this

bidder would like to meet them and was planning to allow them to obtain an
equity stake in the business.

However, during the first meeting, the new bidder's lawyer made the fatal
error of leaving his file open at the copy of his client's offer. Nico
van't Zet, head of Delwel, shares with John Singer the ability to read text
upside down, and noted that the figure being offered was in fact lower than
the management bid. Shortly afterwards, the meeting terminated, as Singer
notes, "in disarray".

There was now a change in the MeesPierson team handling the sale, with
overall responsibility passing to Bob Elfring. By this time a journalist at

Het Financieele Dagblad had picked up on the Colofon story and was taking a

stance supporting the management bid and questioning whether MeesPierson
was mishandling the sale process. The embarrassment this caused to

MeesPierson may have strengthened management's negotiating position at this
stage, although Advent International concedes that the unnecessarily
aggressive approach adopted by management's advisors was still a major
delaying factor.

John Singer was mobile again by this stage and re-entered the
negotiations; good relationships he had established with MeesPierson, and
in particular with Bob Elfring, in the past now paid dividends, and vendor,
management and backers came to the conclusion that things would proceed
more smoothly if they negotiated directly rather than through
intermediaries

.

Following this tactical rethink, all outstanding points on the deal were
agreed relatively quickly within two weeks in January 1995: although
management was not offering the highest price, the MBO consortium were able
to offer the vendor an attractive package since they were prepared to

accept very low reps and warranties. Heads of agreement were signed at the
end of January 1995, with MeesPierson imposing a 25 April deadline; if
management did not meet this, Colofon would be sold to an industrial buyer
the next day. Similarly, any alteration to the agreed terms would also
result in immediate sale to the trade bidder.
At the price of three consecutive sleepless nights for the principals and

their advisors, the 25 April deadline was met, and management, Advent
International and PARNIB acquired Colofon for DF1 97 million.

In contrast with the negotation process, the deal's structure was
relatively straightforward (see Table 2) . Perhaps one of the most difficult
aspects was structuring the ratchet on management's initial 7.5% holding in
a way which would not incur immediate income tax liabilities, a perennial
problem for buyouts in the Netherlands.

The company needed DF1 10 million long-term debt and DF1 35 million of
medium-term money. Over and above this, an additional revolver was arranged
in case of problems with repayment of the vendor loan note if Colofon had
used all its cash for investment in acquisitions. In the end, because of
the early sale to Reed Elsevier, this was never touched: Colofon was
throwing off sufficient cash to finance its post-buyout acquisitions and
internal investment programme.

Post Buyout Strategy
Colofon 's new owners planned to go for growth while strengthening the

factors which had contributed to the company's success to date, widening
EBIT margins and maintaining the operating divisions as independent
satellites

.

A continuing policy of acquisitions was mapped out. Prior to the MBO,

Advent International and Colofon had identified another independent Dutch
publishing group, Vermande, as a highly complementary business which would
have added between a third and a half to Colofon 's sales: this seemed to

make a lot of sense as an acquisition target. Approaches were made to the
family owned company, but initially the owners were unwilling to sell. As a

family company, there was, John Singer says, "a great deal of emotional
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baggage involved", and^B turned out that Vermande was it had not

been allowed to do a reverse takeover of Colofon at the time of the buyout.

Vermande' s owners later arrived at the same conclusion which had led

Colofon to identify the company as a potential target in the first

place-that it was not viable alone-and, some 18 months after the Colofon

buyout, decided to sell out instead to one of the Dutch majors, SDU.

However, Colofon' s continuing acquisition policy within the three main

professional publishing businesses, Delwel, Vuga and De Tijdstroom, added

both further individual titles and larger product groupings, resulting in

significant enhancement both of turnover and profit margins. Organic growth

was also encouraged through investment in a substantial new marketing

programme

.

To maintain the momentum of growth at EBIT level, Colofon undertook

further rationalisation of group overheads. Lemma, centred on an academic

booklist, was the one Colofon division which never met its budget, whereas

the other three consistently exceeded theirs; Lemma was also in the least

attractive of Colofon' s market sectors, vulnerable to seasonal change and

varying trends in the academic world. The new owners transferred relevant

titles from Lemma to the three other divisions. Thereafter, just over a

year after the Colofon buyout, Lemma's management was permitted to

undertake a buyout of the 15% of the list which remained. Colofon was thus

transformed into a three-division group with enhanced profitability.

Elsewhere, personnel and other costs were held constant or reduced,

allowing growth in Colofon 's gross margin to fall straight to the bottom

line.
The Belgian expansion strategy had effectively been abandoned prior to

the buyout; following the death of the manager who had spearheaded this

initiative, and the group's Belgian interests were sold to the two

remaining members of the divisional management team.

Although it still did not intend to try "forcing the market", Colofon was

also seeking to expand the contribution of the new media division to group

sales. In order not to be caught out by wider domestic adoption of on-line

and CD-Rom products, Colofon continued to prepare databases which could be

used to form the basis on on-line services in various divisions. Since Arre

Fockema-Andreae had assumed the role of overall managing director of the

buyout group, a new Vuga managing director, Jan Willem van der Weele, was

appointed, who also had considerable experience of new media investment; he

helped implement the database preparation programme, while Delwel

successfully doubled the size of Colofon 's new media side during the life

of the buyout.
These strategies, together with intensive input from the venture backers,

added considerable value to the company. Sales increased substantially,

both through acquisitions and organically, as did the EBIT margin. In the

year to June 96, Colofon had increased its sales to over DF1 70 million per

annum and had greatly increased its EBIT margin since the buyout.

A Change of Plan
Colofon could have carried on growing for several more years without loss

of steam. However, when it became apparent that Vermande' s owners were

going to chose a different route, Advent International and the buyout team

were driven to reassess their future goals.

The loss of the Vermande plum was, John Singer says, a major factor in

Advent International's thinking on Colofon* s eventual sale, since it marked

the disappearance of the last "chunky" independent Dutch publisher which

could have fitted comfortably into the existing Colofon group: had it come

off, the acquisition would have enabled Colofon to strengthen presence in

some existing niches and to enter others as a dominant player.

At this point, the publishing industry in the Netherlands was passing

through a phase of extensive consolidation, and rivalry between the main

domestic publishing groups was intense. At the same time, high stock

exchange multiples and substantial cash war chests made appetites for

buying very healthy.
Against this background, it became clear to Colofon 's owners that they

might be able to meet the financial objectives of both investors and

management by seeking an early sale. A move into larger group ownership at

this time was also judged likely to be beneficial for the company, which
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had identified a need substantial investment in new^piia, and
acquisition by a larger^group would enable Colofon to leverage off a new

owners 1 existing infrastructure rather than duplicating it on its own
account

.

Therefore, under the terms of "the second treaty of Utrecht"- the
agreements arising from the extensive exploration of potential exit
scenarios which had been undertaken by management and investors during the

buyout negotiations in the last week of January 1995-it was decided that a

trade sale in an environment of healthy competition between publishing
groups was an option it would be wise to pursue.

The Second Colofon Sale
Accordingly, Hambros were appointed to advise the company on a sale, and

the sale process was instituted in November 1996.

Both domestic and international purchasers were approached: given the

changes going on in the Dutch publishing industry at that time, it is not

surprising that the highest bids came from domestic groups. Among these,

Reed Elsevier, one of the original bidders for Colofon in 1995, emerged as

the preferred bidder, although the competition had arrived at similar
valuations

.

Colofon was a logical acquisition for Reed at this stage. The group was

known to have ambitions to expand its interests in the legal publishing
sector, so Vuga was an attractive proposition, while Delwel was strongly
complementary to Reed's own business in the business publishing area, and

the De Tijdstroom titles would fit comfortably into Reed f s own strong
healthcare division.

Before Reed was allowed to instigate due diligence, the Colofon board
insisted the would-be bidder would meet with management and agree on the

modus operandi that would be put in place after the sale. Such a move,

though unusual, is more likely to be accepted in the Dutch market than

elsewhere since transactions must be referred to workers councils.

Reed readily agreed and complied with all management's conditions: there

were to be no redundancies as a direct result of the acquisition, and roles

would be agreed for each member of the management team; Colofon would also

be allowed to operate as it had done previously, maintaining the

independent status of the businesses within the group. Management, which
had clearly been anxious to retain Colofon ! s independent status at the time

of the buyout, have all stayed with the company, with some ending up

running the new combined divisions within Reed.
According to John Singer, what any acquirer might have found hardest to

swallow during negotiations was the fact that it had had the opportunity to

acquire Colofon for less than half the current asking price two years

previously. However, Reed's own multiples are high, and the acquisition of

Colofon has immediately enhanced, rather than diluted, its earnings per

share.
The price Reed Elsevier paid for Colofon has not been disclosed but is

widely believed to have been comfortably over the DF1 200 million mark
"While the company's operating profits were extremely good and continuing

to grow, Reed didn't pay a stupid multiple", says John Singer. Reed was

reportedly happy with the asking price, which was reinforced by other

bidders as similar levels

.

The Happy Ending
Despite its inauspicious start and some unexpected developments, the

buyout of Colofon was successful by any standards: the institutional
investors multiplied their money four-fold, while management, whose ratchet

operated to its fullest extent, received 12 times their original
investment.

The sale price obtained for the company reflected the acceleration in

profitability achieved following the buyout, a key feature of the original

business plan. John Singer comments: "We don't believe in relying on buying

companies cheaply at Advent International, so we work on the premise that

we will have to double profits to achieve our desired returns; as a group,

we are also not prepared to risk relying on higher exit than entry PEs".

Although if Colofon' s sale had been deferred for another couple of years,

the investors could perhaps have made a multiple of six or seven (though

not necessarily a higher IRR) , John Singer has no doubt that the decision
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to move under the umbr^^ of a larger corporate at thi^pbage was the

right one for the company. Shifting into nautical metaphor, he says that,

by that point, management and investors had finished off the work begun by

Gerlof de Jager and Colofon was steered into a safe harbour by its original

crew-albeit under a different captain.

Clearly, a second sale was only likely to have a successful outcome if it

was on terms acceptable to Colofon' s management: John Singer admits that

the backers took a considerable risk by imposing the pre-sale conditions on

Reed, but stresses that this was of the utmost importance to both board and

investors.
Because of the undertakings Reed was prepared to enter into, Advent

International was confident that a sale to Reed was the right thing for the

company, as well as its backers. This is in keeping with Advent

International's philosophy, which John Singer says centres on the belief

that "We have major responsibilities are to the workforce, management and

company; Our approach to taking profits has tobe seen against that

background"

.

Because of this approach, the Colofon buyout was also successful in

conveying to the Dutch market that, despite the quick second sale, Advent

International is not a stereotypical Anglo-Saxon investor, buying and

selling businesses and looking for a quick buck. Articles in the local

press were, without exception favourable, and all acknowledged the

contribution that Advent International and PARNIB had made to the growth of

Colofon by implementing an acquisition strategy and taking no cash out

during the lifetime of the buyout.
Not least of the lessons to be learned from Colofon is the importance of

access to the vendor during sale negotiations. Looking back on the original

auction process, John Singer sums up: "It was a nightmare, but at least it

proves Advent International does work hard for deals; and we were always

confident that Colofon was one worth fighting for"

.

-ST_TBL-
Table 2 Structure of the Colofon Buyout
EQUITY

(c) SECURITIES DATA PUBLISHING All Rts . Reserv.

COMPANY NAMES (DIALOG GENERATED) : Advent International ; Colofon ; De

Nationale Investeringsbank ; Delwel ; IPO ; Lemma ; MBO ; PARNIB ; Reed

Elsevier ; VentureOne Corp ; Vuga
?
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